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Abstract A Lagrangian snow‐evolution model (SnowModel‐LG) was used to produce daily, pan‐Arctic,
snow‐on‐sea‐ice, snow property distributions on a 25 × 25‐km grid, from 1 August 1980 through 31 July 2018
(38 years). The model was forced with NASA's Modern Era Retrospective‐Analysis for Research and
Applications‐Version 2 (MERRA‐2) and European Centre for Medium‐Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF)
ReAnalysis‐5th Generation (ERA5) atmospheric reanalyses, and National Snow and Ice Data Center
(NSIDC) sea ice parcel concentration and trajectory data sets (approximately 61,000, 14 × 14‐km parcels).
The simulations performed full surface and internal energy and mass balances within a multilayer
snowpack evolution system. Processes and features accounted for included rainfall, snowfall, sublimation
from static‐surfaces and blowing‐snow, snow melt, snow density evolution, snow temperature profiles,
energy and mass transfers within the snowpack, superimposed ice, and ice dynamics. The simulations
produced horizontal snow spatial structures that likely exist in the natural system but have not been revealed
in previous studies spanning these spatial and temporal domains. Blowing‐snow sublimation made a
significant contribution to the snowpack mass budget. The superimposed ice layer was minimal and
decreased over the last four decades. Snow carryover to the next accumulation season was minimal and
sensitive to the melt‐season atmospheric forcing (e.g., the average summer melt period was 3 weeks or
50% longer with ERA5 forcing than MERRA‐2 forcing). Observed ice dynamics controlled the ice parcel age
(in days), and ice age exerted a first‐order control on snow property evolution.

Plain Language Summary This study used a high resolution, snow‐evolution model to simulate
both snow depth and snow density over Arctic sea ice, filling a critical data gap in polar science. The
model was run from 1August 1980 through 31 July 2018 and produced a new snow‐on‐sea‐ice map every day
across the Arctic Ocean. This daily snow depth and snow density data set will be used to improve how
Earth‐System models represent Arctic snow and ice processes.

1. Introduction

Snow‐on‐sea‐ice is a key component of Earth's climate system. It serves as an insulating blanket that influ-
ences heat and moisture exchanges between the ocean and the atmosphere, and it plays a key role in defin-
ing the surface energy budget. The snow generally follows a seasonal evolution, accumulating during winter
and melting during summer. During this seasonal cycle, numerous snow features, such as snow‐water‐
equivalent (SWE), density, grain size and habit, albedo, and thermal conductivity, are continuously chan-
ging. The interaction of all these properties result in seasonal evolutions of snow depth and snow density,
variables that are commonly measured in the field and typically represented in numerical models.

This snow evolution has important interactions and feedbacks with the rest of the sea ice system. For exam-
ple, the snow depth and thermal properties impact thermodynamic ice growth during winter (e.g., Maykut &
Untersteiner, 1971). In addition, winter snow distributions and properties are known to influence summer
melt pond formation and total pond area, thus impacting melt‐season albedo evolution (e.g., Petrich
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et al., 2012; Polashenski et al., 2012). Snow also plays a key role in light penetration to the ocean below (e.g.,
Hancke et al., 2018; Mundy et al., 2005) and snow impacts surface flooding and snow‐ice formation (e.g.,
Granskog et al., 2017; Provost et al., 2017).

On sea ice, pan‐Arctic snow depth and density estimates have made strong use of a climatology derived from
snowmeasurements made decades ago (Warren et al., 1999). This climatology is likely no longer relevant con-
sidering recent changes in atmospheric forcing, sea ice extent, thickness, motion, and age (e.g., Lindsay &
Schweiger, 2015; Rampal et al., 2009; Stroeve & Notz, 2018). In addition, this climatology is based on snow
measurements over multiyear ice (MYI). Snow on MYI is known to have different properties than snow on
the first‐year ice (FYI) that dominates the Arctic today (e.g., Kwok, 2018; Maslanik et al., 2007, 2011;
Perovich et al., 2019). The ice seasonality is also changing, including a later onset of ice freeze‐up and snow
accumulation (Markus et al., 2009; Stroeve & Notz, 2018). These changes will impact snow accumulation
quantities, snow distribution patterns, and the evolution of key snow properties (Hezel et al., 2012).

Given the strong role that snow‐on‐sea‐ice plays in Earth's climate system, and the fact that the system is
changing, it is imperative to develop state‐of‐the‐art tools that realistically and accurately represent the spa-
tial and temporal variability and evolution of snow properties in sea ice environments. Recent studies have
accumulated snowfall outputs from atmospheric reanalyses in either Eulerian or Lagrangian frameworks.
These have produced more realistic snow depth estimates than those defined by the climatologies alone.
The first physically based modeling approaches (e.g., Blanchard‐Wrigglesworth et al., 2018; Kwok &
Cunningham, 2008; Petty et al., 2018) provided an attractive alternative to using climatologies, particularly
in a rapidly changing climate system.

These initial modeling approaches took two paths: (1) they used a single atmospheric reanalysis data set and
performed a simple snow accumulation using a temperature threshold to define snowfall from
water‐equivalent precipitation inputs, prescribed the snow density using Warren et al. (1999) monthly cli-
matologies, and used a Lagrangian parcel‐tracking framework (Blanchard‐Wrigglesworth et al., 2018; Kwok
& Cunningham, 2008; Webster et al., 2019), or (2) they implemented a simple two‐layer, winter‐only (no snow
melt), snow‐budget model in a Eulerian framework with multiple reanalysis data sets (Petty et al., 2018).
Although undeniably superior to using the Warren et al. (1999) climatology, these past attempts were per-
formed at relatively coarse resolutions of 75 (Blanchard‐Wrigglesworth et al., 2018) and 100 km (Petty
et al., 2018). While these resolutions are likely adequate to capture synoptic‐scale meteorological forcing con-
ditions, they are insufficient to represent ice dynamical processes that also play an important role in snow evo-
lution in sea ice environments. Petty et al. (2018) used several reanalyses to account for important biases in
precipitation and temperature that exist among the different reanalysis data sets (Barrett et al., 2020;
Boisvert et al., 2018). Kwok et al. (2017) and Boisvert et al. (2018) used airborne data to analyze snow depth
information over specific flight lines and parcel trajectories. Yet none of these approaches accounted for the
complete suite of physical processes impacting snow depth and density evolution in the Arctic system.

This study implemented a state‐of‐the‐art, physically based, snow‐evolution model in a Lagrangian frame-
work. The model was used to simulate 3‐hourly snow property evolution on sea ice, from 1 August 1980
through 31 July 2018 (38 years), on approximately 61,000 sea ice parcels that averaged 14 × 14 km in size.
The novel physical processes simulated by the model include snow density and grain size evolution,
blowing‐snow sublimation, snow melt, and superimposed ice formation. The simulations were forced with
two state‐of‐the‐art atmospheric reanalyses and included a data assimilation procedure to help correct
uncertainties in the reanalyses precipitation forcings. This paper (Part I) describes the model, the modeling
approach, the Lagrangian simulation method, the input data sets, and the general model results. A compa-
nion paper (Part II; Stroeve et al., 2020) compared the model outputs with snow depth estimates from field
campaigns, ice mass balance buoys, passive microwave remote sensing, and various snow climatologies. Part
II also evaluated the snow‐related differences between the two reanalyses, the simulated interannual varia-
bility, and the 38‐year trends in key snow properties.

2. Methods
2.1. Lagrangian SnowModel (SnowModel‐LG)

This study builds on a physically based, Lagrangian snow‐on‐sea‐ice model (SnowModel‐LG) developed by
Liston et al. (2018) to evolve snow on sea ice parcels using atmospheric inputs of air temperature, relative
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humidity, wind speed and direction, and water‐equivalent precipitation, and sea ice inputs of ice concentra-
tion and parcel motion. The foundation of SnowModel‐LG is a terrestrial snow modeling system (called
SnowModel) that has been developed over the last three decades (see Liston & Elder, 2006a, and the refer-
ences contained therein). In the discussions that follow, “SnowModel/SnowModel‐LG” refers to the general
modeling system, and “SnowModel‐LG” refers specifically to Lagrangian sea ice applications (either to this
application or others, depending on the context). SnowModel/SnowModel‐LG includes the physics required
to simulate all the first‐order processes that govern the seasonal evolution of snow depth, snow density, and
other snow properties over sea ice. These include blowing‐snow redistribution and sublimation, density evo-
lution, snow grain size and habit metamorphism, and thermal conductivity, all in a spatially distributed,
time‐evolving, multilayer snowpack framework. A general overview of SnowModel/SnowModel‐LG is pro-
vided in Appendices A–H.

SnowModel/SnowModel‐LG includes components that (1) simulate the snowpack and surface energy bal-
ance (EnBal) (Liston, 1995; Liston et al., 1999); (2) calculate multilayer snow properties, including snow
depth, density, temperature, and SWE (SnowPack‐ML) (Liston & Hall, 1995; Liston & Mernild, 2012); (3)
represent blowing‐snow processes (SnowTran‐3D) (Liston et al., 2007; Liston & Sturm, 1998); (4) produce
high‐resolution (meter‐scale) snow bedforms over level land or ice (SnowDunes) (Liston et al., 2018); and
(5) perform data assimilation procedures (SnowAsim) (Liston & Hiemstra, 2008). The model is forced with
atmospheric information from either atmospheric (re)analyses or automatic weather stations using
MicroMet (Liston & Elder, 2006b).

An early version of SnowModel‐LG was validated over level and ridged sea ice using snow and atmo-
spheric data collected during the Norwegian young sea ICE field expedition in 2015 (N‐ICE 2015;
Liston et al., 2018). That validation focused on how well SnowModel‐LG simulated wind‐related snow
redistribution around pressure ridges and snow dune formation on level ice. Using simulations that
spanned 1 year (summer 2014 through summer 2015), SnowModel‐LG was run over a 1.5 × 1.5‐km
domain using a 1‐m horizontal resolution and a 3‐hr time step. SnowModel‐LG reproduced the observed
snow depth variability on level ice areas and between pressure ridges within a margin of one standard
error (Liston et al., 2018).

While Liston et al. (2018) followed a single ice parcel, the application presented herein follows over 61,000
ice parcels in a pan‐Arctic application. At every time step, SnowModel‐LG performs a mass‐budget calcula-
tion (Appendix B), where SWE depth, SWE (m), is defined by mass gains, losses, and Lagrangian ice
dynamics (defined to include ice‐parcel drift vectors, the formation of new parcels, the loss of old parcels,
and changes in parcel size; these are prescribed using parcel trajectory and concentration data sets),

dSWE
dt

¼ 1
ρw

Pr þ Psð Þ − Sss þ Sbs þMð Þ þ D½ �; (1)

where t (s) is time; ρw = 1,000 kg m−3 is the water density; Pr and Ps are the water‐equivalent rainfall and
snowfall fluxes (kg m−2 s−1), respectively; Sss (kg m−2 s−1) and Sbs (kg m−2 s−1) are the water‐equivalent
sublimation from static‐surface (a nonblowing‐snow surface; this term also accounts for vapor deposition
on the snow surface) and blowing‐snow processes, respectively; M (kg m−2 s−1) is melt‐related mass losses
(meltwater that has been removed from the snowpack, not refrozen within the snowpack); and D
(kg m−2 s−1) represents mass loss and gain from sea ice dynamics processes (this includes parcels created
and lost through ice motion, divergence, and convergence). For each parcel, all the terms except D in
Equation 1 are tracked, at each time step, using SnowModel‐LG. At the end of each time step, the parcels
are gridded to a rectangular grid, and D is calculated as the residual of all the other terms in Equation 1
(by moving D to the left‐hand side of Equation 1 and placing all the other terms on the right‐hand side).
This application grids the parcel data to the 25 × 25‐km, National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC)
Equal‐Area Scalable Earth (EASE) grid (Brodzik & Knowles, 2002).

Equation 1 does not include three of the mass budget terms included in Appendix B, Equation B1. One of
those terms is related to sublimation of snow intercepted by forest canopies, and a scale analysis shows
the other two terms (snow bedforms O(1–10 m) and snow depth variability due to local‐scale topographic
variability O(1–500 m)) are negligible for an application where grid increments are greater than a few kilo-
meters (such as the application presented herein).
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Snow depth, hs (m), is related to SWE through the ratio of the snow density, ρs (kg m
−3), and water density,

as shown in Appendix B, Equation B3. Therefore, the snow depth and snow density distributions and evolu-
tions are calculated from

d ρs hsð Þ
dt

¼ Pr þ Psð Þ − Sss þ Sbs þMð Þ þ D: (2)

As noted in Appendix B, Equation B2 can be used to convert the water‐equivalent flux terms on the
right‐hand side of Equations 1 and 2 to units of water‐equivalent depth (m).

2.2. New Model Components

To satisfy the requirements of a pan‐Arctic, Lagrangian, snow‐evolution modeling system, the following,
previously undocumented, process representations were included in SnowModel/SnowModel‐LG.
Additional information is provided in Appendices A–H. These appendices include summaries of preexisting
SnowModel/SnowModel‐LG process representations that are incompletely or inadequately documented
elsewhere.
2.2.1. Multilayer Snowpack
The SnowModel/SnowModel‐LG multilayer SnowPack‐ML submodel was reconfigured so that a new snow
layer was created for each snowfall‐producing storm, thus mimicking the stratigraphy found in natural
snowpacks (each modeled snow layer can be traced to the specific storm that created it). There is essen-
tially no limit to the number of snow layers generated during a model simulation (hundreds are possible).
In practice, the user can define the maximum number of layers that are simulated (e.g., a maximum of 25
layers was defined for these pan‐Arctic Lagrangian simulations); SnowPack‐ML includes an algorithm that
merges any relatively thin (e.g., thermodynamically unimportant) layer with the layer below to prevent the
layer‐limit from being exceeded. The vertical resolution or grid increment of the snowpack can range from
as small as ~1 mm to as large as few tens of centimeters, depending on the precipitation amount that fell
during each storm.

Each snowpack layer has unique physical properties, such as thickness, grain size, thermal conductivity, and
density. Because the snowpack layer thicknesses are changing with time, the resolution of the vertical grid is
also changing with time. Vertical temperature profiles are simulated using the one‐dimensional heat trans-
fer equation described in Appendix C, section C1. Additional information about the snowpack layer struc-
ture is provided in Appendix G, section G2.
2.2.2. Blowing Snow
The SnowModel/SnowModel‐LG blowing‐snow module, SnowTran‐3D, will not generally allow
blowing‐snow simulations using grid increments greater than 500 m. This is because, in most terrestrial sys-
tems, snow grains rarely travel this far without being caught in a vegetation or topographic snowdrift trap.
Since in our pan‐Artic simulations the parcel sizes, O(14 × 14 km; see section 2.3.1), were so large, the only
mass budget term calculated by SnowTran‐3D was blowing‐snow sublimation. In order to calculate
blowing‐snow sublimation, all the SnowTran‐3D horizontal mass‐transport fluxes were calculated. But, in
the model simulations presented herein, the topography on each parcel is flat. Therefore, all simulated blow-
ing snow was uniform over each grid cell and in equilibrium with the surface and there was no simulated
erosion and deposition on the parcels (i.e., the spatial derivatives in Appendix D, Equation D1, are zero).
This means that snowdrifts were not simulated, e.g., behind pressure ridges and other topographic ice fea-
tures because that kind of high‐resolution surface topography information for each parcel was not available.
In addition, snow dunes were not simulated because the pan‐Arctic, multidecade information required to
drive the SnowDunes model did not exist.

It is well established that sublimation rates are highest when snow particles are moving rather than at rest.
In his pioneering work, Schmidt (1972) suggested that high sublimation rates were achieved during
blowing‐snow events because of the high snow‐particle surface‐area to mass ratios and because of the high
ventilation rates achieved when snow particles are elevated by wind. He calculated that blowing‐snow sub-
limation rates were two orders of magnitude higher than those from a static snow surface under the same
atmospheric conditions (Schmidt, 1982). In terrestrial environments, field observations suggest
blowing‐snow sublimation can remove the entire snowpack (Liston & Sturm, 2004). For these reasons, in
this application, we used SnowTran‐3D to calculate horizontal blowing‐snow equilibrium transport fluxes
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and mass lost from blowing‐snow sublimation. Equations describing the horizontal blowing‐snow fluxes are
described in Appendix D, sections D1–D2.

Some other studies have suggested that blowing snow into leads may also be important in reducing overall
snow depth on sea ice (e.g., Déry & Tremblay, 2004; Lecomte et al., 2015; Leonard & Maksym, 2011; Petty
et al., 2018; Schröder et al., 2019). With some exceptions (e.g., Leonard & Maksym, 2011), these studies
are not based on actual observations (blowing snow into leads was typically used as a tuning parameter to
help reduce simulated snow depth, e.g., in Petty et al., 2018). Therefore, the true impact of blowing snow
on snow depth across the Arctic Basin is largely unknown. Our field observations and understanding of
the physical system suggest very little blowing snow ends up in open leads for the following reasons: (1)
During winter, air temperatures are often low enough that leads quickly freeze over (in hours or a couple
of days), so the time available to capture blowing snow is relatively short. (2) During a cold storm,
blowing‐snow deposited in the lead cools the water and speeds lead freeze‐up. (3) If the leads/cracks are rela-
tively narrow (meters), then the snow drift trap is small and can fill quickly (in tens of minutes; cf. Liston
et al., 2018), soon creating a smooth surface incapable of further accumulation. The turbulent suspended
load can also be easily transported over small ice openings (cf., Liston & Sturm, 1998). (4) The mean
snow‐particle transport distance, or the distance a snow grain can travel before completely sublimating away
(e.g., Liston & Sturm, 1998, 2004), is generally on the order of 2–3 km in Arctic environments. Large leads
(several 100 meters or wider) are typically 5 km or more apart (Overland et al., 1995), therefore most of
the blowing snow is not available to be deposited into a lead. (5) Ice roughness features, such as pressure
ridges and other ice‐surface elements caused by ice dynamics, can be located near leads, and these surface
features capture and hold wind‐transported snow and reduce the snow available to be deposited in leads
(e.g., Fernández‐Méndez et al., 2018; Itkin et al., 2018). (6) Over time, surface‐layer snow densities generally
increase in response to wind and snow microphysical factors; this higher density snow is more resistant to
wind transport and limits the highest transport fluxes to periods when it is snowing (e.g., Liston et al., 2007).
(7) Winter field measurements show that even near large open leads 1–5 km wide, the average snow deposi-
tion can be proportional to themeasured precipitation and precipitation from reanalysis (Graham et al., 2019;
Liston et al., 2018); these observations suggest that mass is not being lost from the surface and deposited in
the leads. (8) In the marginal ice zone, even in deep winter, the environment is typically wet, and this means
the snow‐surface shear strength is too great for snow to be transported by naturally occurring winds. For
these reasons, snow blowing into leads were not included in this study.

2.2.3. Snow Density
Snow densification in SnowModel/SnowModel‐LG occurs under the influence of time, temperature, over-
burden, wind speed, and the snow density itself. Rain falling on cold snow freezes in the snowpack and
increases the snow density of the near‐surface snow layers. The density of new snow depends on air tempera-
ture, water vapor pressure, and wind speed. In amultilayer snowpack, the density of the surface layer defines
the snow's surface shear strength, and that controls the blowing‐snow fluxes. These functions are described
in Appendix C, sections C4–C8.

2.2.4. Grain‐Size Parameterization
Grain growth and degree of faceting is parameterized in a snow‐structure submodel following Jordan (1991),
where snow grains grow in response to within‐snow temperature and vapor pressure gradients and snow
density. Wind slabs are simulated in response to the simulated variations in wind speed (Liston et al., 2007).
The densest wind slab, and fully developed depth hoar, are assumed to have snow grain diameters of 0.1 to
0.5 mm, and 5.0 mm, respectively (Jordan, 1991; Schmidt, 1982). Grain sizes between these two extremes are
simulated in response to the atmospheric forcing and within‐snow temperatures and gradients. The equa-
tions describing the grain‐growth parameterization are provided in Appendix C, section C2.

2.2.5. Thermal Conductivity
To simulate snow temperatures and energy and mass transfers within the snowpack, a snow thermal con-
ductivity parameterization was implemented that accounts for snow grain size, density, and habit (e.g., wind
slab, depth hoar). Building on the grain‐growth parameterization described in section 2.2.4, we define the
effective thermal conductivity of wind slab, depth hoar, and all snow grain sizes between these two snow
extremes (Figure C1), using a linear weighting of equations fit to the wind slab and depth hoar curves in
Figures 9 and 10 of Sturm et al. (1997). A discussion and the equations describing this representation are pro-
vided in Appendix C, section C3.
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2.2.6. Rain‐Snow Precipitation
The Dai (2008) rain‐snow precipitation phase fraction parameterization is used in SnowModel/SnowModel‐
LG to calculate a rain‐snow fraction from reanalysis water‐equivalent precipitation inputs. This function
allows the model to account for rain and snow occurring simultaneously at any given time step. Other stu-
dies have shown this is an important snow mass‐balance consideration in maritime environments (e.g.,
Pflug et al., 2019). How this parameterization is implemented within SnowModel/SnowModel‐LG is sum-
marized in Appendix G, section G1.
2.2.7. Superimposed Ice
Superimposed ice (defined to form when rainfall or snow meltwater percolates downward through the
snowpack and refreezes at the snow‐ice interface) was simulated and used to define how much end‐of‐
summer snow was carried over to the next simulation year (a simulation year was defined to be 1 August
YEAR through 31 July YEAR + 1). In this application, we assumed that if the snowpack became isothermal
(at 0°C) and saturated with snow meltwater, any remaining snow would eventually become superimposed
ice and would no longer be considered seasonal snow in the simulations. By way of example, snow depths
recently collected from the R/V Araon in summer showed an average snow depth of 8 cm over the FYI floes
surveyed, thoughmuch of this was wet, large, granular snow and ice of relatively high density. In the context
of our SnowModel‐LG simulations, this would become part of the superimposed ice matrix at the end of the
simulation year and no longer identified as snow. In contrast, unsaturated snow from the previous year(s)
will last through to the following year.
2.2.8. Lagrangian Parcel‐Tracking Procedures
To satisfy the requirement of accumulating snow on ice parcels that are moving in response to winds and cur-
rents, we implemented several procedures in SnowModel‐LG. These included the following: (1) Weekly parcel
positions and concentrations (see section 2.3.1) were linearly interpolated to daily values. (2) The 3‐hr
SnowModel‐LG time step used the daily position and concentration data (i.e., the eight time steps in each
day all used the same corresponding daily position and concentration data). (3) The atmospheric reanalysis
grid cell that was nearest to a parcel position at any given model 3‐hr time step was used to define the atmo-
spheric forcing experienced by that parcel; effectively, there is a time series of meteorological forcing that fol-
lows each parcel. (4) At every model time step, for every parcel position, the latitude and longitude were
calculated and used to define the top‐of‐the‐atmosphere incoming solar radiation following standard
MicroMet procedures (Liston & Elder, 2006b). This was combined with MicroMet calculations of cloud frac-
tion to define the solar radiation reaching the parcel's snow surface at each time step. Note that alternatively,
observations or reanalyses data sets could be used to prescribe the incoming radiation components. (5) For
each parcel, the ice concentration was read at each time step and used to define whether an ice surface existed
on which to accumulate snow. Any parcel having an ice concentration≥15%was initialized with zero snow on
it, and it accumulated and evolved the snowpack from that time on. If the parcel's ice concentration dropped
below 15%, the parcel no longer existed and any snow that was on it in the previous time step was assumed to
have been lost to the ocean. In general, the transition from about 70% to below 15% happened quickly (e.g.,
days) and the exact value of this threshold did not significantly change the simulation results.
2.2.9. Converting From Parcel Data to Gridded Data
At the end of the SnowModel‐LG simulations, snow property data for each parcel were gridded to the
25 × 25‐km EASE grid to simplify plotting and analyses of the results. This grid resolution was chosen
because it is the resolution of the initial parcel data set on 1 August of each year (the resolution increases
throughout the winter and spring; see section 2.3.1). The gridding used the following procedure (described
here for snow depth; the same approach was used for the other snow properties of interest, such as snow
density). On each simulation day, parcel locations were used to calculate any overlap (in fractional area of
each EASE grid cell) between the parcels and the corresponding 25 × 25‐kmEASE grid cell. This overlapping
area‐fraction was multiplied by the parcel's ice concentration (under the assumption that the concentration
is proportional to the contributing area‐fraction) and used to weight the parcel's snow depth contribution to
each EASE grid cell. For the case where an EASE grid cell parcel‐area coverage was over 100%, because of
parcel creation and trajectory artifacts, the snow depth was scaled by the total area‐fraction, thus creating
an average snow depth for that EASE grid cell. For the case where an EASE grid cell was not 100% ice cov-
ered, the resulting snow depth was further scaled to create a grid‐cell‐average snow depth, thus preserving
the snow volume in each grid cell (e.g., a grid cell with 42 cm of snow and a 50% ice concentration would
have a grid cell snow depth value of 21 cm).
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2.3. Input Data Sets

Two key input data sets were required to perform the Lagrangian snow‐evolution simulations: (1) parcel
positions and concentrations, and (2) atmospheric forcings of air temperature, relative humidity, wind
speed, wind direction, and water‐equivalent precipitation.
2.3.1. Lagrangian Parcel Position and Concentration Data
Lagrangian parcel trajectories and concentrations were used to evolve the Arctic snow‐on‐sea‐ice distribu-
tions in space and time. Daily ice concentrations (15–100%) from Cavalieri et al. (1996) were used to define
whether an ice parcel existed and whether snow could accumulate on that parcel. Lagrangian ice parcel
tracks were prescribed using 25‐km spatial resolution ice motion vectors from the NSIDC (Tschudi
et al., 2019a, 2020).

To create the required parcel concentrations and positions, on 1 August of each year the ice concentration
data were used to determine whether a grid cell contained a parcel (concentration values ≥15% were
required). After 1 August, if significant divergence had occurred in the ice motion field such that no pre-
viously existing parcel had its center in a grid cell, a new parcel was created in that grid cell. In this way,
the ice motion algorithm creates new ice parcels to be initialized and subsequently tracked. In addition,
new parcels can have ice concentrations as low as 15%. So, over time, there can be many more parcels than
grid cells in the 25 × 25‐km EASE grid. Because each ice parcel was advected by the ice motion at its center
(i.e., the parcels are neither rotated nor distorted), they can overlap each other. In practice, by the end of each
winter, there was an average of 3.1 times as many parcels in the Arctic Basin than there were 25 × 25‐km
ice‐covered grid cells. Therefore, on average, each parcel covered approximately one third of a 25 × 25‐km

EASE grid pixel (e.g.,
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
25:0 km × 25:0 km=3:1

p ¼ 14:2 km), or each parcel represented an area of approxi-
mately 14 × 14 km.

The accuracy of the Lagrangian tracking employed herein depends on the ice motion vector accuracy, which
is largely controlled by the spatial resolution of the source imagery (Tschudi et al., 2020). Passive microwave
data at 25‐km resolution provided daily motions with a root‐mean‐square (RMS) accuracy of ~6–7 km day−1.
An optimal interpolation scheme was used to take advantage of the spatial correlation of neighboring
motion estimates to create gridded fields with uncertainties of 3–4 km day−1. We used the weekly version
of the sea ice motion product and linearly interpolated those weekly values to daily values for our
SnowModel‐LG simulations.

The Lagrangian position errors are influenced by spatial resolution, geolocation, and binning errors for each
image pixel (Meier et al., 2000; Tschudi et al., 2020), as well as atmospheric effects and temporal variability of
the surface during summer. Filtering techniques reduce these errors and, in many cases, compensating
errors reduce the net parcel‐location biases. For example, Kwok et al. (1998) compared ice motion estimated
from ERS‐1 synthetic aperture radar (SAR) and drifting buoy motion to the Lagrangian motion product and
found errors of 5 to 12 km day−1. These errors were not necessarily cumulative; annual displacement errors
were on the order of 50–100 km. For example, when an ice drift track was matched up with the drifting
SHEBA ice camp, a displacement of only 27 km occurred over 293 days (Tschudi et al., 2010), or an average
net change of less than 0.1 km day−1.
2.3.2. Reanalysis Atmospheric Forcing
There are several atmospheric reanalysis data products available to the science community for applications
such as those presented herein. To test the sensitivity of our simulated snow depths to the reanalysis input data
sets, we used data from two state‐of‐the‐art reanalyses: NASA's Modern Era Retrospective‐Analysis for
Research and Applications, Version 2 (MERRA‐2; Gelaro et al., 2017), and the European Centre for
Medium‐Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) ReAnalysis, 5th Generation (ERA5; Hersbach et al., 2020).
The use of two reanalyses is essential to better understand the uncertainty in the precipitation and air tempera-
tures associated with using different atmospheric forcing conditions. Both reanalyses include hourly data from
1980 through present. The MERRA‐2 analysis is performed on a 0.66° longitude by 0.50° latitude (~56 km)
grid, and ERA5 is run on a 0.28125° (~31 km) Gaussian grid. Hourly data (i.e., air temperature, relative humid-
ity, wind speed and direction, and water‐equivalent precipitation) from these reanalyses were aggregated to
3‐hourly values and provided to SnowModel‐LG using standard MicroMet‐SnowModel procedures.

Previous Arctic studies of reanalyses products have revealed no one reanalysis consistently outperforms
another (e.g., Hurley, 2014; Rapaic et al., 2015; Serreze et al., 2005). Comparisons of ERA‐Interim (ERA‐I,
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the previous ECMWF reanalysis; Dee et al., 2011) and MERRA‐2 precipi-
tation, with gauge‐measured precipitation from Russian North Pole drift-
ing stations, showed that the signs and magnitudes of reanalysis
precipitation biases depend on how gauge corrections are applied.
Based on gauge‐corrected precipitation from Yang (1999), MERRA‐2 pre-
cipitation was too high and ERA‐I precipitation was too low. Based on
gauge‐corrected precipitation from Bogdanova et al. (2002), both
MERRA‐2 and ERA‐I precipitation were too high. MERRA‐2 showed
considerably more precipitation over the eastern Arctic than ERA‐I and
averaged 90 mm more annual precipitation over the entire Arctic
Ocean (Barrett et al., 2020). Wang et al. (2019) showed that over sea ice,
ERA5 had greater precipitation than ERA‐I, in all seasons. We present
our analyses of the differences between the MERRA‐2 and ERA5
cold‐season precipitation fields in section 2.5.

In addition to precipitation, the two reanalyses have different air tem-
peratures. ERA‐I has an important warm bias compared to other reana-
lyses (e.g., Lindsay et al., 2014), and a 2015 regional study showed that
ERA5 was even warmer than ERA‐I (Graham et al., 2019).

2.4. Model Configuration

Our SnowModel‐LG simulations spanned 38 years, from 1 August 1980
through 31 July 2018. The simulations were run on a 3‐hr time step and
outputs were saved at the end of each day. Two SnowModel‐LG simula-

tions were performed, one with MERRA‐2 and one with ERA5 atmospheric forcings. The snow depth initial
condition on 1 August 1980 was assumed to be zero (in the analyses that follow we will show that 1 August is
a reasonable start date for the snow accumulation season). The simulation kept track of all ice parcels and
where they moved throughout the simulation. During a simulation year, there were an average of approxi-
mately 61,000 unique ice parcels within the pan‐Arctic simulation domain (Figure 1); the exact number of
parcels varied each year.

As part of SnowModel/SnowModel‐LG simulations, approximately 150 spatially distributed, time evolving
variables are updated at each time step. Daily output from the model runs include all the variables in
Equations 1 and 2, and a collection of other meteorological inputs, surface energy balance components,
and parameter distributions that control processes like snow density evolution and melt rates.

In addition to the two main SnowModel‐LG simulations (one with MERRA‐2 and one with ERA5 atmo-
spheric forcing), two additional simulations were performed (again, one using MERRA‐2 and one using
ERA5) where the ice parcels were not allowed to move. Here the ice extent was prescribed to match that
defined by the ice parcel distribution at each time step, with 100% concentration. The snow accumulated
and evolved on that stationary ice over the simulation period (so the ice extent changed over time, but the
ice itself did not move anywhere). The goal was to compare these with the ice motion simulations to identify
the role of ice dynamics (ice motion) in controlling the snow distributions, and to do this at higher resolu-
tions than have been previously considered. These extra simulations are referred to herein as “no motion”
(or NoMo) simulations.

To simplify our comparisons with other gridded data sets, after the SnowModel‐LG simulations were com-
plete, parcel snow depths, and other properties like snow density, were gridded to the 25 × 25‐km
grid‐increment EASE grid following the procedures outlined in section 2.2.9.

Key goals of this project were to (1) understand the contributions of each mass‐balance term in
Equations 1 and 2 during the snow accumulation season; and (2) to understand the role of the two reana-
lyses in controlling the spatial patterns associated with their atmospheric forcing conditions. Because of
our focus on spatial patterns, we were interested in removing the relative precipitation‐magnitude differ-
ences between the two reanalyses. To do that we performed the precipitation bias correction procedure
described in section 2.5.

Figure 1. Example parcel trajectories used in the Lagrangian simulations
(2013–2014); each color represents a different parcel, every 150th parcel is
plotted. Average parcel size was 14 × 14 km.
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2.5. Precipitation Bias Correction

During the years that we had NASA Operation IceBridge (OIB) data
(2009–2016, 8 years), SnowAssim was used to bias correct the annual pre-
cipitation inputs so the average modeled snow depth equaled the average
observed OIB snow depth each year over the year‐specific OIB observation
tracks. This assimilation used the OIB waveform fitting QuickLook pro-
duct (GSFC‐NK) described by Kwok et al. (2017) (NSIDC, 2016). See
Stroeve et al. (2020) for additional details.

As a first step, all the OIB point measurements were gridded to the
25 × 25‐km EASE grid by averaging all snow depths that fell within each
EASE grid cell. Only grid cells that had at least 50 OIB observations were
used. Second, all the OIB‐EASE grid cells with valid snow depth values in
them were averaged to create a single average OIB snow depth for each

OIB year. Third, EASE‐gridded, SnowModel‐LG snow depth values on 1 April over the coincident OIB grid
cells were averaged for each OIB year. The 1 April date was used for all years because it is close to the middle
of the OIB observational days for each year. Our analyses suggest the results are largely insensitive to this
choice of date or to using the actual OIB observation dates; this is because the OIB data sets were typically
collected within one or two synoptic cycles and therefore any observation date within this period repre-
sented the general snow conditions during this time of year.

Our analyses of the two reanalyses precipitation forcing fields suggested that, while MERRA‐2 and ERA5
showed similar precipitation‐event timing and spatial patterns, often their magnitudes differed. Assuming
the difference between modeled and observed average quantities represented the precipitation biases,
SnowAssim adjusted (multiplied by a single scalar) the SnowModel‐LG precipitation input until the aver-
age modeled and average OIB snow depths were equal. These calculations were done for the MERRA‐2
and ERA5 model runs, for all the OIB years. The resulting precipitation scaling factors are presented in
Table 1.

Table 1 shows the following: (1) ERA5 required larger precipitation scaling factors than MERRA‐2 to pro-
duce enough precipitation to match the OIB snow depth observations. (2) There is considerable interannual
variability in the precipitation scaling factors. (3) The scaling factors vary in a consistent manner between
the two reanalyses (they increase and decrease each year in a similar way). (4) Both reanalyses require
increases in the precipitation inputs (the scaling factors are all greater than 1.0) to reproduce the observed
snow depths using this snow modeling system. (5) The 2013 values appear particularly inconsistent;
Kwok et al. (2017) noted that 2009 and 2013 had important anomalies that affected the retrievals of those
years and discussed the need to produce amore consistent OIB snow depth record. (6) Under the assumption
that the average OIB snow depth is approximately consistent from year to year (except for 2013), the preci-
pitation scaling factor variability points to the fact that precipitation is not the sole factor influencing snow
depth (cf., Equations 1 and 2). Any errors in the OIB observations or processing procedures, the ice motion
fields, and in the other atmospheric fields (e.g., wind speed, humidity, and temperature) would influence not
only the snow sources and sinks, but also the snow density that converted SWE to snow depth.

For the 38‐year SnowModel‐LG simulations, the 8‐year average of these scaling factors (1.37 for MERRA‐2
and 1.58 for ERA5; Table 1) were applied across all the parcels, during the entire simulation period (all pre-
cipitation inputs were multiplied by these scaling factors). This operation effectively scales the snow depth
distributions simulated by SnowModel‐LG so the mean snow depths in theMERRA‐2 and ERA5model runs
are similar, while preserving the snow depth distribution patterns created by the two atmospheric forcing
representations. The averaging also ignores fine‐scale spatial differences due to collating the OIB flights to
1 April and errors in the simulated parcel drift. These snow‐precipitation biases are similar to other snow
studies using station observations and MERRA, MERRA‐2, and ERA‐I reanalyses. For example, in Arctic
Alaska, precipitation scaling factors ranged from 0.6 to 0.9 (Liston & Sturm, 2002) and, in another study,
averaged 0.8 (Liston et al., 2016); in Colorado, precipitation scaling factors ranged from 0.4 to 2.4 (Liston
et al., 2008); in east‐central Greenland, scaling factors varied between 0.8 and 1.8 (Pedersen, 2017); and in
the Arctic Basin, precipitation scaling factors were 0.72 and 0.93, depending on the season (Liston
et al., 2018).

Table 1
Precipitation Scaling Factors Obtained From Assimilating NASA
Operation IceBridge (OIB) Snow Depth Observations Using
SnowModel‐LG and SnowAssim

Year MERRA‐2 ERA5

2009 1.23 1.52
2010 1.28 1.65
2011 1.14 1.26
2012 1.39 1.53
2013 2.08 2.37
2014 1.27 1.38
2015 1.14 1.39
2016 1.46 1.55
Average 1.37 1.58
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A caveat about this analysis is that the OIB flights preferentially sampled the region north of Greenland, the
Canadian Archipelago, and north‐coastal Alaska (cf., Kwok et al., 2017). In addition, ice floes are advected
into this region under the influences of winds and currents, so the snow on them does not typically represent
the precipitation that fell in that area. Therefore, snow depth differences are the result of biases in precipita-
tion over the entire period of snow accumulation along the ice floe trajectories, not just for the region
sampled by OIB. Also, these corrections were imposed under the assumption that the snow densities pro-
duced by SnowModel‐LG were realistic. Differences in the simulated snow densities will have a direct
impact on the calculated precipitation scaling factors. Certainly, the snow depth differences between
SnowModel‐LG and OIB do not necessarily reflect true precipitation biases for other months (like spring-
time), in other Arctic regions, and throughout the 38‐year simulation period. The data required to perform
such an analysis do not exist, and our goal is not to assess the quality of the different reanalyses; that has
been done elsewhere (e.g., Barrett et al., 2020; Boisvert et al., 2018). This approach fulfills our general objec-
tive of creating snow‐output data sets from the two reanalysis forcings that (1) are tied in some way to snow
observations, (2) have similar mean values, and (3) preserve the spatial patterns associated with the forcing
fields.

3. Results

We begin our analyses of the SnowModel‐LG simulations by looking at plots of each mass‐balance term
listed in Equation 1. Figure 2 displays each term on 1 April 2014. This date was chosen solely because this
OIB observation year covered the most area with its flight lines. Late‐winter snow property distributions
are similar for the other 37 years (Stroeve et al., 2020); the details are different, but the general conclusions
are the same as those revealed by looking at the 1 April 2014 data. Domain‐average quantities from the
Figure 2 panels are provided in Table 2. In the Figure 2 panel labels, and the discussions that follow,
“NoMo” refers to the no‐motion simulation, and “LG” refers to the Lagrangian simulation. For the NoMo
case, because there were never any ice (and snow) exported and lost to areas like Fram Strait, and there were
no new ice parcels created during the year (and therefore there were no young parcels that would typically
have less snow on them at a later date), the 1 April 2014 mass balance contributions were greater than in the
LG case. To make the Figure 2 panels more visually comparable, all the NoMo mass balance panels were
scaled (multiplied by) the ratio of the 1 April 2014 domain‐average LG SWE to that of the NoMo SWE
(MERRA‐2: 6.8 cm/10.9 cm = 0.62, a 38% reduction).

Figure 2a displays the rainfall contribution to the 1 April 2014 SWE distribution. In
SnowModel/SnowModel‐LG, rain falling on a cold snowpack will freeze within the cold layer and add to
the SWE content. This contribution was largely confined to the coastal areas, and early in the snow accumu-
lation season where and when it was relatively warm. The rainfall mass balance contribution over the entire
domain was relatively small, and the NoMo and LG simulations were nearly identical.

Figure 2b presents the water‐equivalent snowfall contribution to the 1 April 2014 SWE distribution.
Arctic‐wide snowfall was the dominant contributor to the snowpack. The spatial patterns displayed in
Figure 2b reflect the synoptic‐scale precipitation patterns contained within the reanalysis forcing. In addi-
tion, in the LG panel there are finer‐scale features associated with ice parcels appearing, moving, and disap-
pearing over the simulation period.

Figure 2c shows that static‐surface sublimation makes a minimal contribution to snowpack loss during win-
ter. These quantities also include vapor deposition on the snow surface (negative sublimation). The dis-
played patterns correspond to the synoptic‐scale wind patterns during winter, and the NoMo and LG
distributions are similar.

Figure 2d quantifies the blowing‐snow sublimation that removed mass from the snowpack. The
blowing‐snow sublimation patterns reflect the synoptic‐scale wind patterns for speeds high enough to trans-
port snow (cf., Liston & Sturm, 1998).

Figure 2e displays meltwater losses from the snowpack. This represents snowmelt that has drained from the
snowpack; it does not include meltwater that has refrozen within the snowpack. The patterns and magni-
tudes are similar to the rainfall contributions shown in Figure 2a and reflect the location and timing of rela-
tively warm‐related processes.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2a. MERRA‐2 SnowModel‐LG simulation outputs on 1 April 2014 (color shades; cm water‐equivalent). Figure panel pairs (a)–(g) highlight each
component of the snowpack mass budget given by Equation 1, where the term in the budget equation is listed in the upper left corner of each panel. In addition,
these panels quantify the role of ice motion on the snowpack evolution; shown are two simulations, one with no ice motion (denoted NoMo), and one with
Lagrangian ice motion (denoted LG). (a) Rainfall, (b) snowfall, (c) static‐surface sublimation, (d) blowing‐snow sublimation, (e) snowmelt, (f) ice dynamics, and
(g) snow‐water‐equivalent (SWE) depth. The NoMo panels were scaled to be visually compatible with the LG panels (see section 3). Except for (f), the color
bar increments are not linear; the increments were chosen to optimize visibility of the spatial structures and patterns displayed in the plots.
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Figure 2f quantifies the ice dynamics contribution to the snowpack mass balance; this distribution was
obtained by gridding all the other terms in Equation 1 and defining D to be the residual. By definition, there
was no dynamics contribution in the NoMo case. For the LG case, ice motion created spatial variability at
length scales much smaller than the synoptic‐scale patterns found in the other Figure 2 panels.

Figure 2g presents the SWE distribution resulting from all the contributions to the mass balance. Figure 2 sug-
gests the main contributors to the late‐winter, LG SWE distribution are snowfall, blowing‐snow sublimation,
and ice dynamics. It is also clear that the ice dynamics contribution transforms what is basically a NoMo simu-
lation into a much more spatially complex snow distribution (compare Figures 2b, 2d, 2f, and 2g).

Figure 3 displays the additional terms provided in Equation 2 that convert SWE, in Equation 1, to snow
depth. Figure 3a presents the snow density distribution on 1 April 2014. Domain‐average quantities from
the Figure 3 panels are provided in Table 2. The domain‐average snow density in Figure 3a‐NoMo and

(e)

(f)

(g)

Figure 2b. (continued)
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Figure 3a‐LG are 336 and 322 kg m−3, respectively. The NoMo and LG distributions are quite similar, with
fine‐scale variations due to ice dynamics superimposed on synoptic‐scale patterns. Figure 3b presents the
associated snow depth distribution; the domain‐average snow depth in Figure 3b‐LG is 20 cm. Like the
Figure 2g SWE distribution, the snow depth distribution includes spatial structures associated with both
synoptic‐scale and ice‐dynamic‐scale contributions.

To supplement the results shown for MERRA‐2 in Figure 2, we show the snow depth created by the ERA5
atmospheric forcing in Figure 4. The domain‐average snow depth in Figure 4‐LG is 21 cm and the associated
domain‐average snow density is 311 kg m−3 (Table 2). Like Figure 2, the Figure 4 NoMo panel was scaled
(multiplied by) the ratio of the 1 April 2014 domain‐average LG SWE to that of the NoMo SWE (ERA5:
6.7 cm/10.8 cm = 0.62, a 38% reduction). The patterns (and magnitudes) are similar to those in Figure 3b,
but they differ in detail associated with the differences in atmospheric forcing (primarily precipitation pat-
terns; not shown) between the two reanalyses. In general, the spatial patterns displayed by the ERA5 simu-
lations, for all the simulated variables, are similar to the MERRA‐2 simulations displayed in Figures 2 and 3.

4. Discussion

These SnowModel‐LG simulations are validated against snow depth and snow density field observations in
Part II of this paper (Stroeve et al., 2020). Part II also compares the model outputs with other Arctic
snow‐related data sets, including those from other OIB data sets, passive microwave products, and two cli-
matologies, and analyzes the long‐term trends in the simulated snow properties. The discussion below
focuses on the roles of different physical processes that influence the overall snow depth and density
distributions.

4.1. Snow Density

Snow densities simulated by SnowModel‐LG ranged from approximately 150 to 450 kg m−3 during winter
and reached 550 kg m−3 during summer. The 1 April 2014 snow densities displayed in Figure 3a‐LG using
MERRA‐2 forcing averaged 322 kg m−3, and the same distribution for the ERA5 simulation averaged
311 kg m−3 (not shown). These are similar to density measurements collected across the Arctic (see
Stroeve et al., 2020).

4.2. Blowing‐Snow Sublimation

A key suggestion from the analysis of Figure 2d was that blowing‐snow sublimation is an important contri-
bution to the snowpack mass budget. To confirm that this might be true, Figure 5 plots the average
MERRA‐2 wind speed for the period 1 August 2013 to 1 April 2014. Most of the ice‐covered simulation
domain has average wind speeds greater than that typically sufficient to transport snow (>5 m s−1; Liston
& Sturm, 1998) for 8 months of the year. Blowing‐snow sublimation fluxes depend on other factors in

Table 2
Domain‐Average Quantities of the Variables in Figures 2, 3, and 4 on 1 April 2014, With MERRA‐2 and ERA5 Atmospheric Forcing, and for the SnowModel‐LG No‐
Motion (NoMo) and Lagrangian (LG) simulations

MERRA‐2 ERA5

Variable Equation number(s) (#), and variable Units NoMo LG NoMo LG

Rainfall (1) (2), Pr cm SWE 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.2
Snowfall (1) (2), Ps cm SWE 10.8 10.1 11.2 10.3
Static‐surface sublimation (1) (2), Sss cm SWE 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.3
Blowing‐snow sublimation (1) (2), Sbs cm SWE 3.6 1.5 3.8 1.5
Snowmelt runoff (1) (2), M cm SWE 0.3 0.2 0.6 0.4
Ice dynamics (1) (2), D cm SWE ‐ −1.5 ‐ −1.5
SWE depth (1), SWE cm SWE 6.8 6.8 6.7 6.7
Snow density (2), ρs kg m−3 336 322 325 311
Snow depth (2), hs cm 19.0 19.7 19.5 20.5

Note. Included are all the mass‐balance variables (SWE = snow‐water‐equivalent) in Equation 1, and those in Equation 2 required to convert from SWE to snow
depth. Appendix B, Equation B2, was also used to convert the mass flux variables to depth units. While Equation 2 is satisfied at every point in the domain, this
may not be true for these domain‐averaged values, because the SWE average includes zero values, while the snow density at a point is undefined if the SWE
is zero.
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addition to wind speed, such as humidity deficit and air temperature; these are accounted for in SnowTran‐
3D's blowing‐snow sublimation module (Liston & Sturm, 1998). Throughout large areas of the Central
Arctic, blowing‐snow sublimation losses were 2–4 cm SWE (Figure 2d), compared to the 8–12 cm SWE
depth on 1 April 2014 (Figure 2g). Therefore, more than 20% of the water‐equivalent snowfall sublimated
during blowing‐snow events.

4.3. Ice‐Parcel Age

Conceptually, our understanding of snow accumulation processes in virtually any environment suggests
that the longer any point can accumulate snow, the more snow that point is likely to accumulate.
Figure 6a displays the 1 April 2014 ice‐parcel age (in days). We tested the relationship between parcel age
and snow depth (Figure 3b‐LG) in Figure 6b, yielding an r2 value of 0.70. This finding suggests that an accu-
rate representation of snow depth evolution on sea ice requires a realistic matching of parcel age with the
atmospheric forcing that is building the snowpack. Therefore, since snow accumulation in this environment
is governed by synoptic‐scale precipitation events, parcel age needs to be provided at a similar temporal scale

Figure 3. MERRA‐2 SnowModel‐LG simulation outputs on 1 April 2014. Panels (a) and (b) display the conversion from
snow‐water‐equivalent (SWE) depth in Equation 1 to snow depth and density given by Equation 2. Shown are two
simulations, one with no ice motion (denoted NoMo), and one with Lagrangian ice motion (denoted LG). (a) Snow
density (kg m−3), and (b) snow depth (cm). NoMo panel (b) was scaled to be visually compatible with LG panel
(b) (see section 3).
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(i.e., approximately weekly). This means that it is not sufficient to just know whether a parcel is FYI, we also
must know how old (in days or weeks) the FYI is.

A second conceptual understanding of this environment is that ice‐parcel age is directly related to ice
dynamics. Divergence of the ice‐motion field creates open water that freezes and creates new parcels of

younger age than the surrounding parcels. These younger parcels
begin to accumulate snow on them in response to subsequent storms,
and they also must typically have less snow on them than adjacent,
older parcels. These ideas must be true for largely continuous
ice‐covered regions during winter, where the ice‐drift errors are
small, the atmosphere is well‐below freezing, and strong divergence
will create new ice parcels. To eliminate marginal‐ice‐zone processes
from our analyses, we created a mask that removed these regions and
isolated the interior of the Arctic Basin (Figure 7a). Then we tested
the relationship between parcel age over that masked region
(Figure 7a) and the ice dynamics from Figure 2f‐LG (with the
Figure 7a mask applied). The result was Figure 7b, which produced
an r2 value of 0.72 for the linear relationship between parcel age
and ice dynamics.

Because ice age appeared to so strongly control snow evolution, we
sought to create a display that would quantify the snow depth contri-
bution from ice parcels that were present on 1 August 2013 (MYI),
and the snow depth contribution from ice parcels that formed after
that date (FYI). The result was Figure 8. Together, the FYI and MYI
snow depth contributions combine to yield the pan‐Arctic snow
depth distribution (Figure 3b‐LG). Figure 8 also shows the regional
contributions of these two ice types, with the MYI occupying roughly
the left half of Figure 8a. Furthermore, the intrusions of FYI in the
area dominated by MYI explain the high spatial snow depth variabil-
ity in that same area. To validate the MYI extent displayed in
Figure 8a, we have included MYI extent boundaries provided by
NSIDC ice age (Tschudi et al., 2019b) and European Organization
for the Exploitation of Meteorological Satellites (EUMETSAT)
Ocean and Sea Ice‐Satellite Application Facility (OSI‐SAF) ice‐type

Figure 4. Same as Figure 3b but for ERA5, showing the snow depth (cm) given by Equation 2. Shown are two
simulations, one with no ice motion (denoted NoMo), and one with Lagrangian ice motion (denoted LG). The NoMo
panel was scaled to be visually compatible with the LG panel (see section 3).

Figure 5. Average (1 August 2013 to 1 April 2014) 10‐m height wind speed
(m s−1) for the MERRA‐2 forced simulation. This figure corresponds to, and
identifies the wind forcing associated with, the blowing‐snow sublimation
quantities presented in Figure 2d. Over much of the domain the average winter
wind speeds are sufficient (>5 m s−1) to transport snow, hence the relatively
strong influence of blowing‐snow sublimation on the snowpack mass budget.
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(Aaboe et al., 2018) products. Our oldest parcels are roughly contained
within the MYI boundaries defined by both products. All three of these
representations include MYI throughout the western Arctic and in the
East Siberian Sea.

Within SnowModel/SnowModel‐LG (and the natural system), the inter-
actions and feedbacks between snow density evolution and the snow
depth and snow density itself mean that younger, thinner snow has dif-
ferent snow properties than deep snow. For example, deeper, older snow
has higher densities, and higher densities mean the snow strength is
higher and more resistant to wind transport (e.g., Liston et al., 2007),
and this, in turn, impacts snowpack temperature (through the conduc-
tion term in the surface energy budget), wind‐slab production, and
blowing‐snow sublimation.

4.4. Superimposed Ice and Multiyear Snow

Superimposed ice forms by refreezing snow meltwater and, despite its
meteoric composition, is regarded as part of the sea ice and not snow
(Granskog et al., 2004). Significant amounts of such ice have been found
in the Baltic Sea (averaging 20–35% of the total ice thickness; Granskog
et al., 2004) and Antarctica (4–12 cm; Haas et al., 2001). Until now,
quantifying the volume of superimposed ice in the pan‐Arctic sea‐ice
system, and the amount of snow from the previous accumulation year
that lasts into the next year (i.e., multiyear snow), has been elusive.
These simulations produced data sets that can address these questions,
and they suggest four things: (1) the amount of superimposed ice is
minimal; (2) the volume of superimposed ice has been decreasing for
the last four decades; (3) snow carryover to the next accumulation sea-
son is minimal; and (4) superimposed ice, and snow carryover to the
next year, are sensitive to the melt‐season atmospheric forcing (primar-
ily air temperature).

Figure 9a displays the superimposed ice volume on 1 August for 1981–
2018. The model took any isothermal, melting, water‐saturated snow
on 31 July, converted it from snow depth to SWE ice using the snow den-
sity, and assumed it would either melt or be turned into superimposed
ice, depending on the subsequent atmospheric forcing. This snow was
no longer considered part of the seasonal snowpack and did not contri-
bute snow to the next snow accumulation season. This definition of
superimposed ice does not include the ice formed in refrozenmelt ponds
that may be important in some sea ice environments. To help concep-
tualize what the superimposed ice‐volume values in Figure 9a mean,

we numerically spread those volumes uniformly over the sea ice present on 1 August of each year and cal-
culated the average superimposed ice thicknesses. The thicknesses averaged 3.3 × 10−5 and 2.3 × 10−6 mm of
superimposed ice, for MERRA‐2 and ERA5, respectively; this is very little superimposed ice. Figure 9a shows
that MERRA‐2 superimposed ice values were generally decreasing throughout the simulation period, and
that the MERRA‐2 values average approximately 19 times those of ERA5.

Figure 9b shows the pan‐Arctic seasonal snow that was carried over from the summer to the beginning of the
next snow accumulation season (this is remaining snow that was not converted to superimposed ice shown
in Figure 9a). Four things are highlighted in Figure 9: (1) this snow is rare (nonzero values only occurred in
1981 and 1989); (2) volumes were insignificant (in 1989 it was the equivalent of 4.9 × 10−6 mm spread uni-
formly over the available sea ice on 1 August); (3) its presence decreased over the last four decades; and (4)
snow formation differed greatly between the MERRA‐2 and ERA5 atmospheric forcing (it is nonexistent in
the ERA5 simulation). The lack of snow carryover from 1 year to the next is consistent with Lindsay (1998)

(a)

(b)

Figure 6. MERRA‐2 simulation results on 1 April 2014. (a) Parcel age (days).
(b) The relationship between parcel age (days) (from panel (a)) and snow
depth (cm) (from Figure 3b‐LG). Parcel (or ice) age is a first‐order control
on snow depth.
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who demonstrated that most of the winter snow melts during summer,
and with Warren et al. (1999) who noted that the ice throughout the
Arctic is mostly snow‐free during August.

To highlight the spatial distribution of superimposed ice and snow depth
carryover in Figure 9, the 1 August 1981 values are presented in Figure 10.
If the data in Figure 10a are added to those in Figure 10b, the result is the
snow depth on 31 July 1981. Our approach of assigning all wet, melting
snow to the superimposed ice class has removed most of the snow from
the following year's simulation. We do not have any data to show this
approach is correct; it is possible that our representation of superimposed
ice formation oversimplifies the natural system.

The differences between the MERRA‐2 and ERA5 results presented in
Figure 9 encouraged further investigation. To assess why almost no superim-
posed ice and snow carryover was simulated by ERA5, and why MERRA‐2
had nonzero values, we plotted the domain‐average 2‐m air temperature
for MERRA‐2 and ERA5 during the spring through summer months
(Figure 11). This showed that the Arctic‐average ERA5 air temperature
was approximately 0.7 K higher thanMERRA‐2 from about 16 June through
16 August (Figure 11), and the time between when the air temperature rose
above freezing and dropped back below freezing was 6 weeks and 9 weeks
forMERRA‐2 and ERA5, respectively (Figure 11). This difference, in general
terms, means that the average summer melt period was 3 weeks, or 50%,
longer with the ERA5 forcing than the MERRA‐2 forcing, and was enough
to produce the additional ERA5 melt reflected in Figure 9. Clearly, the
melt‐period is sensitive to small differences in atmospheric forcing, and this
has important consequences for the snow's distribution and seasonal evolu-
tion. Graham et al. (2019) found an ERA5 warm bias that was consistent
with the ERA‐I biases described by Lindsay et al. (2014), and that are consis-
tent with the differences we found between MERRA‐2 and ERA5.

In addition, the simulations showed that even though the sea ice extent
minimum generally occurs in mid‐September (e.g., Cavalieri &
Parkinson, 2012) snow can start accumulating on ice parcels at any time
when then air temperature is below a couple of degrees above freezing
(e.g., Dai, 2008), and Figure 11 suggests this can easily happen in early
August (similarly, Liston et al., 2018, found a MYI snowpack began form-
ing on 29 July 2014). The implication of this result is that snow analyses
must start their annual snow accumulation cycle in early August to
account for early‐season snow accumulation on MYI.

These findings, and those from section 4.3 on ice‐parcel age, are consis-
tent with Hezel et al. (2012) and Liston et al. (2018) who found that the
different snow depths on FYI and MYI were because MYI has a longer
snow accumulation period in a given year, not because of snow carryover
from 1 year to the next. To account for the impact of ice age on snow accu-

mulation, we must know the age of the FYI (in days or weeks). In addition, because there is minimal carry-
over of seasonal snow from 1 year to the next, the most significant role of MYI on snow accumulation stems
from its presence early in the accumulation season (its existencemeans it has the longest possible snow accu-
mulation season). It is particularly important to account for ice age late in the summer and early in the fall,
because this period is characterized by relatively high precipitation amounts (Boisvert et al., 2018).

4.5. Ice Dynamics

The key role that ice dynamics plays in driving the snow distribution is highlighted in Figures 3b‐LG and 4‐
LG, particularly when compared to the no‐motion data in Figures 3b‐NoMo and 4‐NoMo. The LG figures

(a)

(b)

Figure 7. MERRA‐2 simulation results on 1 April 2014. (a) Parcel age
(days). (b) The relationship between parcel age (days) (from panel (a))
and the ice dynamics contribution to snow‐water‐equivalent (SWE) depth
(cm) (from Figure 2f‐LG). Here ice dynamics is D in Equation 1, and it
represents SWE changes in response to ice parcels being created and lost
through ice motion, including divergence and convergence. To eliminate
regions where rainfall and snowmelt play key roles in the snow evolution
prior to 1 April 2014, those areas have been removed from the analyses; see
the data mask in (a). Parcel (or ice) age is intimately tied to the ice dynamics.
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include spatial structures associated with synoptic‐scale meteorological forcing (these are also displayed in
the NoMo figures) and shorter “regional‐scale” spatial structures associated with ice dynamics that can be
represented with a 14 × 14‐km parcel size and 25 × 25‐km grid (Figure 2f‐LG). An important consequence
of ice motion is that, when new parcels are formed, they are initiated with zero snow on them (as in the
natural system). The divergence that creates a new parcel is not compensated by ice compression and a
mechanical thickening of snow depth on adjacent, existing ice; if this occurred, then the thicker snow

would depress the ice below the water line and snow‐ice would form.
Instead, in the natural system, some snow is lost by flooding and the
submerging of ice blocks below the water level in pressure ridges and ice
rubble fields. In our simulations, this is simplified by the scaling of
converged parcels' variables to 100% area when they are gridded to the
25 × 25‐km EASE grid (see section 2.2.9). Therefore, both divergence and
convergence are snow sinks, where the later only occurs during the
gridding process. In general, such groups of converged parcels stay
together until they reach the ice edge. Section 3 showed that the
Lagrangian simulations had 38% less snow on 1 April 2014, for both
MERRA‐2 and ERA5, than the “no motion” simulations.

To quantify the general length‐scale associated with this regional‐scale spatial
structure, we plotted the snow depth on 1 April 2014, from the MERRA‐2
forced SnowModel‐LG simulation (Figure 3b‐LG), along the transect identified
by the solid black line in Figure 3b‐LG (Figure 12a). Figure 12a shows a rela-
tively systematic spatial structure across the entire transect, and Figure 2f‐LG
suggests this structure is controlled by ice dynamics. We performed a semivar-
iogram analysis over this transect and fit a spherical model through the analy-
sis points following Liston et al. (2018). This yielded a length‐scale (half the
wavelength) of 130 km (Figure 12b). This is consistent with visually detectable
snow depth distribution patterns present throughout the simulation domain
(e.g., Figure 3b‐LG). Further analyses are required to quantify how this
length‐scale varies across the Arctic and from one season to the next.

The ice dynamics played three key roles: (1) the parcels were moved to dif-
ferent areas of the Arctic Ocean, so there was an advection of snow to

(a) (b)

Figure 8. The 1 April 2014 snow depth (cm) distribution contribution from (a) ice parcels that were present on 1 August
2013 and (b) ice parcels that formed between 1 August 2013 and 1 April 2014. The sum of these two panels yields the 1
April 2014 snow distribution plotted in Figure 3b‐LG. Panel (a) includes the 1 April 2014 NSIDC and OSI‐SAF
ice‐age extent boundaries that surround the multiyear ice (MYI) in the simulation domain. The OSI‐SAF product does
not extend beyond 87°N latitude, so their ice‐age extent boundary is not plotted above that latitude.

(a)

(b)

Figure 9. (a) Total volume of superimposed ice on 1 August, 1981–2018,
and (b) total snow volume on 1 August, 1981–2018, for the MERRA‐2
and ERA5 simulations. The carryover of snow from 1 year to the next is
negligible in all years, for both atmospheric forcing data sets. There
are significant differences in superimposed ice and snow carryover
between the MERRA‐2 and ERA5 simulations.
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places with meteorology that is different than the snow stratigraphy and attendant properties might suggest;
(2) new parcels of younger age than the surrounding parcels were created, and these newer parcels have less
snow on them; and (3) the gridded products lost some snow in convergence zones where the area covered by
the parcels exceeds 100%. All three processes lead to relatively high spatial variability in snow properties.

SnowModel‐LG initialized new parcels with zero snow depth. Other snow and sea ice modeling efforts have
employed artificial procedures that initialize new ice parcels with a mean snow depth from adjacent parcels
(e.g., Schröder et al., 2019), or effectively apply smoothing functions in time or space to their distributions, or
are run at resolutions too coarse to capture these structures (e.g., Blanchard‐Wrigglesworth et al., 2018;
Kwok & Cunningham, 2008; Petty et al., 2018). In addition, other numerical approaches such as incremental
remapping (e.g., Lipscomb & Hunke, 2004) and Eulerian schemes (e.g., Petty et al., 2018) can include signif-
icant numerical diffusion that may also create unrealistically smoothed fields (Quarteroni & Valli, 1994). As
an illustration of such diffusion, we compare our SnowModel‐LG NoMo outputs (Figure 3b‐NoMo) with the
Petty et al. (2018) outputs shown in Figure 15a of our Part II paper (Stroeve et al., 2020). Both models use the
same atmospheric forcing and produce similar snow depth spatial distributions, but the first has no motion
and the second uses a Eulerian scheme.

All these practices produce more‐uniform snow property distributions than those produced herein. We see
no physical reason to do such smoothing since the natural system does not function in this way. When sea

ice initially forms, there is no snow on it until precipitation or blowing
snow deposits it there. As evidenced by the spatial structures displayed
in Figures 2f‐LG, 6, and 7, initializing new parcels with zero snow depth
has an important impact on the simulated snow property distributions.
In the future, when similar simulations are performed using higher reso-
lution parcel information (smaller parcels), this approach of initializing
new parcels with zero snow depth will be even more physically realistic
and appropriate.

Other aspects of our model simulations likely create smoother snow prop-
erty fields than found in the natural system. A considerable smoothing of
the model simulation is already achieved by gridding the Lagrangian par-
cels to the Eulerian (EASE) grid (see section 2.2.9). In addition, sea ice
drift represented by 14 × 14‐km parcels, gridded to a 25 × 25‐km resolu-
tion grid is too coarse to effectively represent long, narrow features like
leads; these seldom have widths larger than a few kilometers. Imagine a
scenario where several parallel leads of 1‐km width appear in an area

(a) (b)

Figure 10. MERRA‐2 results on 1 August 1989 (the date of maximum superimposed‐ice and snow‐depth volumes
presented in Figure 9). (a) Superimposed ice distribution (cm) and (b) snow depth distribution (cm).

Figure 11. Domain (ice‐covered area) averaged 2‐m air temperature for the
MERRA‐2 and ERA5 atmospheric forcing data. The period between when
the air temperature rises above freezing, and 1 August, is approximately
2 weeks less for MERRA‐2 than ERA5 (5 and 7 weeks, respectively). This
generally longer snowmelt period for ERA5 means the superimposed ice
and snow on 1 August are significantly less in the ERA5 simulation.
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that is 100 km wide. The decrease in sea ice concentration caused by sea
ice divergence would be sufficient to produce new parcels in our
parcel‐generation scheme. These parcels will appear in the form of an
intermittent line of square parcels, while, in nature, we would expect
long, narrow leads. This imprecise representation of ice formation also
influences the characteristics of the snow depth evolution.

To help analyze the role of ice motion on producing realistic Arctic
snow property distributions, we compared snow depth relative fre-
quency distributions along the 2014 OIB flight lines with the coincident
data in Figures 3b‐NoMo and 4‐NoMo (Figure 13a) and in Figures 3b‐
LG and 4‐LG (Figure 13b). For this comparison, the OIB data were
aggregated to a 25 × 25‐km EASE grid following the procedures
described in section 2.2.9. The representation is much improved when
ice dynamics are included. At higher resolutions, the redistribution of
snow by sea ice motion must also be included to reproduce typical sea
ice snow distributions (e.g., Liston et al., 2018). Numerous factors con-
trol the snow depth distribution on sea ice, many of which are related
to ice dynamics and the associated ice age, and the interactions between
ice surface roughness and wind (e.g., Liston et al., 2018). The net effect
of these factors is that the distribution becomes wider and fewer values
are concentrated around the mean. Unfortunately, the OIB data are not
direct observations, but are processed airborne measurements that can
(1) have several distinctly different solutions (e.g., Kwok et al., 2017)
and (2) include biases over deformed ice (King et al., 2015).

In addition to OIB data, there are very few Arctic winter snow depth
data sets that span both the synoptic scale and the 130‐km regional scale
(Figure 12) captured by our SnowModel‐LG simulations. One of the
exceptions are data from the European Space Agency's (ESA) April
2017 CryoSat‐2 Validation Experiment (CryoVEx) campaign (Haas
et al., 2017). Figure 14 presents a comparison of snow depths collected

during CryoVEx 2017 and our simulations. CryoVEx data were collected in a relatively straight line from
the Alert airbase on Ellesmere Island in Nunavut, Canada (starting at 83°N latitude), to the northwest,
and ended at 87°N latitude. The transects included 10 locations spaced approximately 50 km apart, where
between 217 and 2,311 snow depth measurements, spaced 1–3 m apart, were recorded at each location.
The most interesting feature of the CryoVEx data for our SnowModel‐LG study is that it spanned several dif-
ferent sea‐ice dynamics regimes and regional ice types. The southern‐most locations were on relatively
immobile sea ice areas near the coast (referred to as the “ice bridge” by Haas et al., 2017). Farther north
was a “shear zone” characterized by compressed, deformed ice where no measurements were made because
the plane could not land (Haas et al., 2017). This was followed by two areas with more leads in the ice pack:
first a “MYI area,” and finally “FYI area” closest to the North Pole (Haas et al., 2017).

To help satisfy our goal of comparing ground‐based observations with SnowModel‐LG simulated
regional‐scale spatial variability over different sea‐ice dynamics regimes, Figure 14a displays the in situ
CryoVEx data on top of the SnowModel‐LG MERRA‐2 data averaged over the time period coincident with
the field campaign. The model was able to represent not just the higher snow depths expected in the shear
zone, where there was very little young, thin ice, but also the thinner snow north of it, where some measure-
ments sampled snow over refrozen leads. Figure 14a also highlights the complexity of the natural system and
the challenges of reproducing these snow‐ and ice‐related spatial structures with a pan‐Arctic modeling
system.

Figure 14b presents the probability distributions of the observations and SnowModel‐LG outputs over the
regional measurement transect. The thin ice and older ice distribution modes from the model and observa-
tions are similar. Clearly, the measurements also include high‐resolution snow depth distribution features
(cf., Liston et al., 2018) that are not accounted for in the 25 × 25‐km gridded simulation data. This is

(a)

(b)

Figure 12. (a) SnowModel‐LG simulated snow depth across the horizontal
black line plotted in Figure 3b‐LG. (b) Semivariogram analysis (solid red
dots) of the spatial length scale associated with the snow depth distribution in
(a). The black line is a spherical model fit through the analysis points (e.g.,
Liston et al., 2018). The calculated range, or length scale, of the snow depth
distribution features in (a) is 130 km.
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highlighted by the “tail” of the CryoVEx distribution curve in Figure 14b;
this tail is typical of snow distributions on deformed ice (e.g., snowdrifts
behind the pressure ridges and other ice‐topography features). This tail
does not exist in the course‐resolution SnowModel‐LG simulations.
Although, in Figure 14b, we included all the measurements from the 10
CryoVEx observation sites (in contrast to Haas et al., 2017), the complete
suite of natural variability is still not represented. The measurements
included the main ice types in the area, but the new ice in leads and
deformed ice were undersampled, since most of the measurements were
taken across a sequence of level ice floes (Haas et al., 2017).

4.6. Limitations

Many aspects of snow‐on‐sea‐ice are unknown. Throughout this project,
we were continually confronted by the lack of accurate, detailed, quantita-
tive information with which to compare our modeled processes and out-
puts. Often, observations were either nonexistent or inadequate in spatial
or temporal scale, or snow variable or property. Moreover, the data sets
that do exist (see Stroeve et al., 2020) frequently have such grave deficien-
cies they are largely without value (e.g., climatologies from over four dec-
ades ago, passive microwave data during the summer wet season).

SnowModel/SnowModel‐LG is comprehensive and versatile enough to
reasonably match available information associated with almost any
snow‐related environmental variable. It has been designed to merge model
representations with observations, to build the most realistic possible
depiction of winter snow processes and evolutions. However, in almost
every aspect of this project, we lacked sufficient information to gauge our
success in accurately representing the natural system. There are too many
things about the snow‐on‐sea‐ice environment that we do not know to the
required degree of accuracy.

For example, the sea ice community has a strong interest in snow depth on
the ice (hence, the study presented herein), but the large uncertainty in water‐equivalent precipitation and
snow density may have prevented us from accurately quantifying snow depth. When we assimilated OIB
snow depths to adjust the reanalysis water‐equivalent precipitation inputs, we had to assume that the
SnowModel/SnowModel‐LG densities were realistic, because there was no information to guide us other-
wise. While we do know that the simulated snow densities fit within realistic bounds, actual observed values
are nonexistent over the spatial and temporal domains of this study. Without such observational data sets,
we were unable to evaluate the accuracy of our corrected water‐equivalent precipitation inputs.

In addition to needing improved observations of state variables (e.g., the variables on the left‐hand side of
Equations 1 and 2, for which the value at the previous time step must be retained for use in the next time
step), improved process understanding is also required. For example, this study showed that
blowing‐snow sublimation may be an important term in the snow mass budget. However, there were no
observational data sets available to compare with our simulation results. Blowing‐snow sublimation
depends on atmospheric inputs like humidity deficit (i.e., how dry the air is), turbulence ventilation func-
tions (i.e., wind speed), and the amount of snow entrained in the airstream (e.g., Liston & Sturm, 1998). So,
e.g., if the air is saturated, or if there is no blowing snow because of low wind speeds, there will be no
blowing‐snow sublimation. These atmospheric forcing inputs have not been independently validated as
thoroughly as the more common reanalyses variables such as air temperature and precipitation. Even if
the blowing‐snow submodel was perfect, we have almost no information about the quality of the required
input data sets.

Snow blowing into leads was also identified as a process that the sea ice community does not adequately
understand. Field observations of the issues and concerns presented in section 2.2.2 are required to resolve
this issue. In addition, model sensitivity simulations could be used to lend insights into when and where

(a)

(b)

Figure 13. Observed and SnowModel‐LG snow depth relative frequency
histograms of 5 cm depth bins (0–5, 5–10 cm, etc.; markers sum to 1.0)
over the OIB flight lines, gridded to the 25 × 25‐km EASE grid, on 1 April
2014. (a) With no ice motion (from Figure 3b‐NoMo), and (b) with ice
motion (from Figure 3b‐LG).
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snow lost to leads is significant. SnowModel‐LG could also be run at rela-
tively high‐resolution (meters to tens‐of‐meters) to quantify the role of
fetch, lead width, and snow‐surface strength properties on the amount
of snow blown into the ocean through ice cracks and leads.

Numerous high‐resolution, O(1–500 m), snow features are known to
exist in sea ice environments. Snow bedform features and snow trapped
in the lee of pressure ridges and around other ice roughness elements
are ubiquitous on sea ice. These were not represented in our 14 × 14‐
km parcel simulations. The consequences of not including them likely
depends on the application.

One of the limiting factors of these SnowModel‐LG simulations was the
spatial and temporal resolution of the sea ice drift‐product inputs. As
noted in section 2.2.8, weekly parcel positions and concentrations were
linearly interpolated to daily values. Since the distance a typical parcel
travels in a week is generally well within the synoptic spatial scale, we
do not expect that there was much information lost because of this
approach. In the future, higher temporal resolution parcel data will help
establish the validity of this method.

This study would also benefit from higher spatial resolution ice motion
and ice age data sets. In the natural system, ice dynamics and the asso-
ciated parcel formation timing and new‐parcel sizes certainly occur at
higher resolutions than those represented in these simulations. We have
shown previously that SnowModel‐LG can be run over high‐resolution
(meters‐scale) ice‐surface topography to build snowdrifts in the lee of
pressure ridges (Liston et al., 2018). The ongoing development of higher
resolution sea ice formation, movement, concentration, and ice‐surface
topography will help advance our understanding of the regional impor-
tance of narrow features like leads and ridges for snow distribution on
sea ice.

Other possibly important processes were not included in these model
runs. For example, snow‐ice formation (defined to form when seawater
floods and refreezes at the snow‐ice interface due to a heavy snow load
that submerges the ice surface below sea level) (e.g., Merkouriadi
et al., 2017) was not accounted for. This process would remove snow from
the system. Accounting for snow‐ice formation requires coupling
SnowModel‐LG to an ice‐growth model. Both the processes and features
associated with snow‐ice have a direct impact on the seasonal snow evo-
lution across the Arctic Basin and both require further study. In addition,
summer processes were identified as being particularly sensitive to both
atmospheric forcing and model representation. Additional work is
required to better understand how summer processes can be best repre-
sented in snow‐evolution modeling systems.

A modeling system as complex and comprehensive as SnowModel/
SnowModel‐LG contains numerous parameters that impact solutions

such as those presented herein (see Appendices A–H). However, errors in the model parameters are gener-
ally smaller than errors in the currently available atmospheric forcing inputs. As an example, section 2.5
indicated that errors in reanalyses precipitation forcing range from approximately 50% to 200%, and uncer-
tainties in the reanalyses air temperatures (of 1 or 2 K) can effectively half or double the snow‐melt season
length (see section 4.4). With these atmospheric forcing errors, grain size and thermal conductivity errors are
relatively unimportant; these snow properties only directly impact the conduction term in the surface energy
balance (conduction is typically a few percent of the energy budget, or less) and these snow properties only
indirectly affect the snow temperature and, therefore, the snow density. In addition, as noted above, we do

(a)

(b)

Figure 14. (a) CryoVEx 2017 snow measurement transect (colored circles;
Haas et al., 2017) and SnowModel‐LG outputs (colored grid cells) for an
area north of Greenland. Included is a black line showing the shear zone
identified by Haas et al. (2017). The SnowModel‐LG data were averaged over
the CryoVEx observing period, 11–18 April 2017. The two CryoVEx
observation sites that are aligned with the shear zone were separated in
the plot to improve clarity. (b) Probability distributions for the CryoVEx
observations (n = 10,901) and the SnowModel‐LG parcels (MERRA‐2,
n = 54; ERA5, n = 54) roughly coincident with the CryoVEx circles in (b).
The MERRA‐2 and ERA5 lines in the histogram were offset by one
line‐width to prevent overlap.
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not have adequate, high‐quality, snow observations to compare our model outputs against. For these rea-
sons, we have not performed any parameter sensitivity simulations as part of this SnowModel‐LG
application.

In addition to the need for more process studies and improved input data sets, there is also likely much to be
learned from sea‐ice modeling studies that include snow process and snow property representations. For
example, those included in the Los Alamos Sea Ice Model (CICE; e.g., Holland & Landrum, 2015; Holland
et al., 2012; Hunke et al., 2013; Schröder et al., 2019) and in the Louvain‐la‐Neuve Sea Ice Model (LIM;
e.g., Lecomte et al., 2013, 2015; Rousset et al., 2015).

5. Conclusions
5.1. Simulation Summary

We used a state‐of‐the‐art, parcel‐following (Lagrangian), snow‐evolution model (SnowModel‐LG) to pro-
duce daily, pan‐Arctic, snow‐on‐sea‐ice, snow property distributions on a 25 × 25‐km grid, for the period
1 August 1980 through 31 July 2018 (38 years). Themodel was forced withMERRA‐2 and ERA5 atmospheric
reanalyses, and NSIDC sea‐ice parcel concentration and trajectory data sets (approximately 61,000, 14 × 14‐
km parcels). Eight years (2009–2016) of OIB snow depth data were assimilated prior to running the 38‐year
simulations. To reproduce the mean OIB snow depth observations, the MERRA‐2 and ERA5 precipitation
forcings were increased by 37% and 58%, respectively. These adjustments were applied uniformly (in space
and time) to the 38‐year simulations, thus allowing us to focus on the spatial patterns, instead of the magni-
tudes, of the snow properties produced by the two reanalyses.

The simulations performed full surface and internal energy balances, and a full mass‐balance accounting. A
key goal of the project was to understand the contributions of each mass‐balance term on the evolution of
SWE and snow depth. The following mass balance terms were accounted for and produced the resulting
SWE distributions: rainfall, snowfall, sublimation from static‐surfaces and blowing‐snow, snow melt, and
ice dynamics. The SWE data were converted to snow depth using the simulated snow density.

The snow density evolution included a multilayer snowpack representation, where each stratigraphic layer
corresponded to a precipitation event. The blowing‐snow submodel calculated horizontal blowing‐snow
equilibrium transport fluxes and the associated wind‐related snow densification processes. Other snow den-
sity evolution contributions included the influence of time, snow temperature, snow overburden, snow den-
sity itself, and rain on snow. Grain‐growth and the degree of faceting were parameterized in a
snow‐structure submodel, where snow grains grew in response to within‐snow temperature and vapor pres-
sure gradients and snow density. Snow temperatures and energy and mass transfers within the snowpack
were simulated using a snow thermal conductivity parameterization that accounted for snow grain size, den-
sity, and habit (e.g., wind slab, depth hoar).

Superimposed ice was simulated and used to define how much end‐of‐summer snow accumulation was car-
ried over to the next simulation year. This, in addition to knowledge about ice age (in days), helped quantify
the seasonal‐snow evolution differences on FYI and MYI.

To assess the role of ice motion on the snow‐property evolution, two additional model simulations were per-
formed (one with MERRA‐2 and one with ERA5 atmospheric forcing) where the ice parcels fixed in space.
At the end of the four SnowModel‐LG simulations, snow data for each 14 × 14‐km parcel were gridded to the
25 × 25‐km EASE grid using an area‐ and concentration‐weighting, property‐conserving procedure. Other
simulation results and comparisons with observational and remote sensing data are presented in Part II
(Stroeve et al., 2020).

5.2. Key Findings

A Lagrangian formulation is required to produce realistic snow‐on‐sea‐ice spatial structures. Sea ice charac-
teristics include sharp edges, instant start times, and longevity that can take system components far beyond
their origins. Lagrangian approaches are ideally suited for such an application. Eulerian and incremental
remapping approaches are numerically diffusive and, while they generally work well for spatially and tem-
porally continuous variables, they are inappropriate for structures that have large discontinuities in space
and time, such as those found in sea ice environments. Sufficient spatial and temporal resolution is also
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required to capture the features simulated in this study (e.g., at least 25‐km spatial and daily temporal
resolution).

Blowing‐snow sublimation was found to make an important contribution to the snowpackmass budget. The
other primary contributors during the accumulation season were snowfall and ice dynamics.

Superimposed ice was found to be decreasing over the last four decades. In addition, snow carryover to the
next accumulation season was minimal and sensitive to the melt‐season atmospheric forcing (e.g., the aver-
age summermelt period was 3 weeks, or 50%, longer with the ERA5 forcing than theMERRA‐2 forcing). The
melt period was sensitive to small differences in atmospheric forcing, and this had important consequences
for the snow's distribution and seasonal evolution.

A further finding was that ice‐parcel age is directly related to ice dynamics; the two are inseparable. Ice
dynamics created new parcels, and the age, resolution, movement, and location of those parcels defined
the resulting snow‐property spatial patterns and evolutions. The ice dynamics played two key roles: (1) it
moved the parcels to different areas of the Arctic Ocean over time, so each parcel's snowpack stratigraphic
profile represented the atmospheric forcing experienced during the parcels' advection history; and (2) it cre-
ated new parcels of younger age than the surrounding parcels. Both processes produced relatively high snow
property spatial variability. Accounting for ice dynamics was required to reproduce the 2014 OIB snow depth
distributions.

Parcel age exerted a first‐order control on snow depth in this sea ice environment. Relatively new parcels had
less snow on them than surrounding older parcels. Snow properties differed between FYI andMYI primarily
because the snow accumulation period was longer on MYI. Snow can accumulate on existing ice when air
temperatures are a couple of degrees above freezing, while new ice cannot form until air temperatures are
a couple of degrees below freezing. This delay of at least 1 or 2 months means there is typically more snow
on MYI later in the snow accumulation season. Our results highlight that actual parcel age (in days) is the
key variable required to capture the physics associated with snow evolution and the resulting snow proper-
ties on ice parcels. It is inadequate to just consider whether ice is classified as FYI or MYI.

Because of the feedbacks between snow density evolution and the snow depth and snow density itself,
younger and thinner snow on newer parcels had different snow properties than the older, deeper snow.
For example, deeper, older snow had higher densities and was more resistant to being blown by wind.
This, in turn, impacts processes such as wind‐slab production and blowing‐snow sublimation, which were
all accounted for in the SnowModel‐LG simulations.

5.3. The Future

These Lagrangian snow‐evolution simulations set a new standard for understanding snow‐on‐sea‐ice prop-
erties and distributions. The resulting pan‐Arctic, multidecade data sets include spatial structures and pro-
cess representations that have not been revealed in previous studies spanning these spatial and temporal
domains. The novelty of our results calls for further investigation to demonstrate their validity, or lack
thereof. Such investigations should include process‐based, field and remote‐sensing studies that span large
areas at sufficient spatial and temporal resolution to quantify the snow‐related features of interest. The simu-
lations presented herein set the stage and encourage us to seek new ways to observe and understand snow
processes, properties, and features found in sea ice environments.

Appendix A: SnowModel‐LG Overview
SnowModel‐LG has its origins as a terrestrial, multilayer, spatially distributed, snow evolutionmodeling tool
called SnowModel (see Liston & Elder, 2006a, and the references contained therein). SnowModel's general
development goal was to represent snow processes in any snowscape found anywhere in the world, in com-
putationally efficient and physically realistic ways. SnowModel and SnowModel‐LG are identical, with the
exception that SnowModel‐LG uses prescribed (e.g., daily or weekly) sea ice parcel concentration (0–1)
and position data sets to define the substructure that the snow evolves on (sea ice concentrations > 0 can
accumulate a snowpack, and sea ice concentrations = 0 cannot). SnowModel evolves snow on land.

Coupled to SnowModel/SnowModel‐LG are two other modeling tools: a high‐resolution atmospheric model
called MicroMet (Appendix G) that provides the meteorological forcing (Liston & Elder, 2006b); and
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SnowAssim (Appendix H) that assimilates available field and remote sensing observations (Liston &
Hiemstra, 2008). These tools have been designed to be completely flexible in terms of spatial domain (i.e.,
they can be used anywhere in the world, including mountain tops near the equator, middle‐latitude moun-
tains and prairies, and the Polar Regions), temporal domain (i.e., they can be used for past climates, the cur-
rent climate, and future climates, for periods that range from hours to centuries), spatial and temporal
resolution (e.g., 1 m to 100 km, 1‐hr to daily), and subject or variable of interest (e.g., snow‐water for hydro-
logic applications, and snow strength for wildlife applications).

The coupled MicroMet, SnowModel/SnowModel‐LG, SnowAssim tools have been widely used for climate,
hydrology, remote sensing, wildlife, vegetation, avalanche, glacier and ice sheet mass balance, and other stu-
dies. Results from these studies range from identifying snow‐related Wēkiu bug (Nysius wekiuicola) popula-
tion health and distributions near the summit of Mauna Kea, Hawaii; to mapping polar bear (Ursus
maritimus) maternity den habitat in Alaska, Svalbard, and Franz Josef Land; to quantifying the annual mass
balance of every Northern Hemisphere glacier larger than 1 km2; to simulating snow‐water resources in the
western United States for water‐management and infrastructure‐design purposes; to simulating pan‐Arctic
snow‐property trends for climate applications.

Processes simulated by SnowModel/SnowModel‐LG (Appendix B) include snow precipitation;
blowing‐snow redistribution and sublimation; forest canopy snow interception, unloading, and sublimation;
snow density evolution; and snowpack ripening and melt. SnowModel/SnowModel‐LG incorporates
first‐order physics required to simulate snow evolution within each of the global snow classes (i.e., Ice,
Tundra, Taiga, Alpine, Prairie, Maritime, and Ephemeral) defined by Sturm et al. (1995).

MicroMet, SnowModel/SnowModel‐LG, and SnowAssim have been used to evolve snow distributions in
Colorado, Wyoming, Idaho, Oregon, Alaska, Arctic Canada, Siberia, Japan, Tibet, Chile, Germany,
Austria, Svalbard, Norway, Greenland, Antarctica, and the Arctic Ocean as part of a wide variety of snow
and ice studies. These applications used grid increments ranging from 1 m to 25 km, over spatial domains
ranging from points to continental, and over temporal domains ranging from hours to decades; descriptions
of these studies are available in over 100 refereed publications (e.g., Boelman et al., 2019; Bruland et al., 2004;
Fletcher et al., 2012; Gascoin et al., 2012; Greene et al., 1999; Hasholt et al., 2003; Hiemstra et al., 2002, 2006;
Hoffman et al., 2014, 2016; Liston & Mernild, 2012; Liston & Sturm, 1998, 2002; Liston et al., 2000, 2002,
2007, 2008, 2016, 2018; Liston & Winther, 2005; Liston & Hiemstra, 2008, 2011a, 2011b; Merkouriadi
et al., 2020; Mernild et al., 2006, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2014, 2015; Mernild & Liston, 2010; Pedersen
et al., 2015, 2018; Pflug et al., 2019; Prasad et al., 2001; Stuefer et al., 2013; Suzuki et al., 2011; Suzuki,
Liston, & Kodama, 2015; Suzuki, Liston, & Matsuo, 2015).

MicroMet, SnowModel/SnowModel‐LG, and SnowAssim have evolved extensively over the past several
years, and many of those changes have not been formally documented. In addition, some parts of the mod-
eling system have changed from those presented in previous publications. Therefore, the description below
provides a comprehensive summary of the SnowModel/SnowModel‐LG modeling system used in this
pan‐Arctic sea ice application. In places where the existing published documentation is accurate and ade-
quate, the summary below references those publications and equations and describes how they fit within
the general modeling tool. MicroMet, SnowModel/SnowModel‐LG, and SnowAssim are comprised of the
63 equations presented in Appendices A–H, plus the additional 111 equations referenced below that are
in other refereed publications, for a total of 174 equations.

Appendix B: SnowModel/SnowModel‐LG Mass Budget Equations
SnowModel is a spatially distributed snow‐evolution modeling system designed for application in all areas
and climates where snow occurs (Liston & Elder, 2006a). For sea ice applications, the Lagrangian (LG) ver-
sion (SnowModel‐LG; see Figure 6 of Liston et al., 2018, for model schematic) includes the ability to track
snow evolution on ice parcels that come, go, and move in time and space. SnowModel/SnowModel‐LG is
an aggregation of four submodels: (1) SnowPack (Liston &Hall, 1995; Liston &Mernild, 2012) is a multilayer
snowpack model that simulates snow depth, density, temperature, snow‐grain properties, and SWE evolu-
tions (Appendix C); (2) SnowTran‐3D (Liston & Sturm, 1998; Liston et al., 2007) accounts for snow transport
by wind and the formation of snowdrifts around variable land or ice topography (Appendix D); (3)
SnowDunes (Liston et al., 2018) simulates snow depth variations over relatively flat surfaces, including
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undeformed, mostly level, sea ice (Appendix E); and (4) EnBal (Liston, 1995; Liston et al., 1999) calculates
surface energy exchanges and snowmelt quantities (Appendix F).

SnowModel/SnowModel‐LG performs a snow mass‐budget calculation at every time step during the year,
over a spatial domain where x (m) and y (m) are the horizontal coordinates in the west‐east and
south‐north directions, respectively. Snow‐water‐equivalent depth, SWE (m), evolution is defined by mass
gains, losses, redistributions, and Lagrangian ice dynamics, according to the equation

dSWE
dt

¼ 1
ρw

Pr þ Psð Þ − Sss þ Sbs þ Sci þMð Þ þ Bþ Qbs þ D½ �; (B1)

where t (s) is time; ρw = 1,000 kg m−3 is the water density; Pr and Ps are the water‐equivalent rainfall and
snowfall fluxes (kg m−2 s−1), respectively; Sss (kg m−2 s−1), Sbs (kg m−2 s−1), and Sci (kg m−2 s−1) are the
water‐equivalent sublimation from static‐surface (a nonblowing‐snow surface; this term also accounts for
vapor deposition on the snow surface), blowing‐snow, and forest canopy snow interception processes,
respectively; M (kg m−2 s−1) is melt‐related mass losses (meltwater that has been removed from the snow-
pack, not refrozen within the snowpack); B (kg m−2 s−1) represents bedform snow distributions on rela-
tively level land and sea ice surfaces; Qbs (kg m−2 s−1) is the erosion and deposition at the surface due
to blowing snow. In a Lagrangian sea ice application, D (kg m−2 s−1) represents mass loss and gain from
sea ice dynamics processes (this includes parcels created and lost through ice motion, divergence, and con-
vergence). D is calculated by tracking all the other terms in Equation B1 for each parcel, gridding those
parcel terms to a rectangular grid, and computing D as the residual of those terms.

The canopy interception sublimation term, Sci, is only invoked in the presence of forests in a terrestrial appli-
cation. The bedform term, B, only applies to horizontal length scales of O(1–10 m), and is therefore pre-
scribed to be zero for model grid increments greater than this scale. The blowing snow erosion and
deposition term, Qbs, only applies to horizontal length scales of O(1–500 m), and is therefore defined to be
zero for grid increments larger than 500 m. The sea ice dynamics term, D, is only present in the
SnowModel‐LG version of SnowModel. These are all turned on and off with SnowModel/SnowModel‐LG
setup flags and input fields; therefore, the same model code is used for any and all simulation configurations
and applications.

Each term on the right‐hand side of Equation B1 can be converted frommass flux units, Vflux (kgm
−2 s−1), to

water‐equivalent depth units, Vdepth (m), using the formula

ρw
∂Vdepth

∂t
¼ Vflux; (B2)

where V is the variable of interest. SnowModel/SnowModel‐LG uses this relationship when depth is more
appropriate to calculate, work with, or output than mass flux.

Snow depth, hs (m), is related to SWE through the ratio of the snow density, ρs (kg m
−3), and water density,

SWE ¼ ρs
ρw

hs: (B3)

Therefore, the snow depth and snow density distributions and evolutions are calculated from

d ρs hsð Þ
dt

¼ Pr þ Psð Þ − Sss þ Sbs þ Sci þMð Þ þ Bþ Qbs þ D: (B4)

Equations B1 and B4 are the fundamental equations solved by SnowModel/SnowModel‐LG. In addition to
the state variables (defined here to be variables that require knowledge of the variable value at time = t in
order to determine the variable value at time = t + δt) represented above (i.e., SWE, snow depth, and snow
density), the modeling system evolves other state variables, including snow temperature, snow albedo, and
snow‐grain diameter.

In the following Appendices we describe the contributions to the evolution of all the
SnowModel/SnowModel‐LG variables presented in Equations B1–B4: Appendix B covers SWE, hs, and D;
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Appendix C covers Sci, M, and ρs; Appendix D covers Sbs and Qbs;
Appendix E covers B; Appendix F covers Sss and M; Appendix G
covers Pr and Ps; and Appendix H covers the data assimilation of
observational data sets.

Appendix C: SnowPack
The SnowPack submodel evolves a multilayer snowpack that repre-
sents (1) vertical temperature profiles (section C1); (2) snow grain
growth (section C2); (3) vertical thermal properties (section C3);
(4) the influence of new snow, compaction, wind speed, meltwater
percolation and refreezing, and vapor transfers on snow density
profiles and evolution (sections C4–C8); (5) forest canopy snow
interception sublimation losses for terrestrial applications
(section C9).

C1. Snowpack Temperature Evolution

Energy is assumed to be transferred through the snowpack by con-
duction. The vertical, time‐evolving, snow‐temperature distribution
is described by a one‐dimensional heat‐transfer equation,

ρs Cp
∂Ts

∂t
¼ ∂

∂z
ks

∂Ts

∂z

� �
; (C1)

where Ts (K) is the snow temperature and z (m) is the vertical coordinate. The specific heat of ice, Cp

(J kg−1 K−1), varies with temperature, and is defined following Anderson (1976),

Cp ¼ 92:885þ 7:364Ts: (C2)

The snow thermal conductivity, ks (Wm−1 K−1), is defined after accounting for snow grain‐size, density, and
habit (e.g., wind slab, depth hoar).

Equation C1, in conjunction with the boundary and initial conditions (Appendix F), and snow density
(sections C4–C8), snow thermal conductivity (section C3), snow grain size (section C2), and other snow
properties defined below are solved using the finite control‐volume methodology described by
Patankar (1980).

C2. Grain‐Size Parameterization

Grain‐growth and degree of faceting is parameterized in a snow‐structure submodel following
Jordan (1991), where snow grains grow in response to within‐snow temperature and vapor pressure gra-
dients and snow density. Wind slabs are simulated in response to the simulated variations in wind
speed (Liston et al., 2007). The densest wind slab and fully developed depth‐hoar are assumed to have
snow‐grain diameter limits of 0.1 and 5.0 mm, respectively (e.g., Jordan, 1991; Schmidt, 1982). Grain
sizes between these two extremes are simulated in response to the atmospheric forcing and
within‐snow temperatures and gradients.

For dry snow, the snow grain diameter, Gd (m), grows in response to snowpack temperature gradients, and
thus vapor pressure gradients. The snow grain diameter evolution is given by

∂Gd

∂t
¼ g1

Gd
Uvj j; (C3)

where the parameter g1 = 5.0 × 10−7 m4 kg−1 (Jordan, 1991).

The mass vapor flux, Uv (kg m
−2 s−1), is given by

Figure C1. Effective thermal conductivity variation with snow density for wind
slab (top black line; assumed grain diameter = 0.1 to 0.5 mm) and fully
developed depth hoar (bottom black line; assumed grain diameter = 5.0 mm), and
grain diameters in 0.5 mm increments between these two extremes (gray lines).
Adapted from Sturm et al. (1997).
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Uv ¼ −ψEesCiT
∂Ts

∂z
; (C4)

where Ees (m
2 s−1) is the effective diffusion coefficient for snow and CiT (kg m−3 K−1) is the ice equili-

brium vapor density variation with temperature. Ees is defined to be

Ees ¼ Ee0s
1:0 × 105

Λa

� �
Ts

Tm

� �6

; (C5)

where Λa (Pa) is the atmospheric pressure, Tm = 273.15 K is the melting temperature, and
Ee0s = 9.2 × 105 m2 s−1 is the effective diffusion coefficient at Λa = 1.0 × 105 Pa and Ts = Tm
(Jordan, 1991).

The atmospheric pressure, Λa (Pa), for the location of interest is given by

Λa ¼ Λ0exp −
H
Hs

� �
; (C6)

where Λ0 = 101,300 Pa is a reference sea level pressure, Hs (m) is the scale height of the atmosphere
(≈8,000 m), and H (m) is the surface elevation (Wallace & Hobbs, 1977).

CiT is defined to be

CiT ¼ c1i
T2
s

Lvi
RwTs

− 1

� �
e−

Lvi
RwTsð Þ; (C7)

where the parameter c1i = 7.964 × 109 kg K m−3, Lvi = 2.838 × 106 J kg−1 is the latent heat of sublimation
for ice, and Rw = 461.5 J K−1 kg−1 is the gas constant for water vapor (Jordan, 1991).

In contrast to Jordan (1991), we assume the vapor fluxes are proportional to the snow porosity. This has the
desired effect of driving the fluxes to zero when the porosity is zero. The ratio of the pore volume to the total
volume, or porosity, ψ (m3 m−3), is defined to be

ψ ¼ 1 −
ρs
ρi
; (C8)

where ρi = 917 kg m−3 is the ice density.

The initial grain diameter, G0 (m), required by Equation C3 depends on whether there is blowing snow pre-
sent. G0 is given by

G0 ¼ G0i − A1 1:0 − exp −A2 Wr − 5:0ð Þ½ �f g; (C9)

where G0i = 0.0005 m, and A1 and A2 are constants set equal to 0.0004 m and 0.2 s m−1, respectively; A1

defines the maximum diameter reduction for an approximately 30.0 m s−1 wind speed, and A2 controls the
progression weight from low to high wind speeds. The wind speed, Wr (m s−1), is defined to be at reference
height zr = 2 m.

Equation C9 produces an initial grain diameter of 0.5 mm for wind speeds below 5 m s−1 (where no blowing
snow occurs), and diameters between 0.5 and 0.1 mm for wind speeds between 5 and 30 m s−1, respectively
(diameter decreases with increasing wind speed and increasing blowing snow transport). These diameters
are consistent with blowing snow particle sizes measured by Schmidt (1982, 1986). The fluxes associated
with grain evolution are computed following the control volume and harmonic‐mean diffusion coefficient
calculations of Patankar (1980).

C3. Thermal Conductivity

The snow thermal conductivity for the two snow‐grain‐size extremes defined in the grain‐size parameteriza-
tion are defined using Figures 9 and 10 of Sturm et al. (1997), where the wind slab (0.1 to 0.5 mm grain size)
thermal conductivity is
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ks; 0:1mm − 0:5mm ¼ 3:94 × 10−2 þ 2:00 × 10−4ρs; ρs < 180

1:55 × 10−1 − 1:02 × 10−3ρs þ 3:21 × 10−6ρ2s ; 180 ≤ ρs ≤ 600

(
; (C10)

and the fully developed depth hoar (5.0 mm grain size) thermal conductivity is

ks; 5:0mm ¼ 3:00 × 10−2 þ 2:00 × 10−4ρs; ρs ≤ 600: (C11)

For simulated grain sizes between these two extremes, the thermal conductivity is defined to be a linear
weighting between the Equations C10 and C11 curves (Figure C1).

C4. Snow Density Evolution

The density of new snow, ρns (kg m−3), is assumed to receive additive contributions from air temperature
and moisture, and blowing snow,

ρns ¼ ρtm þ ρbs; (C12)

where ρtm (kg m−3) is the temperature and moisture contribution and ρbs (kg m−3) is the blowing snow
contribution.

The snow density associated with temperature and moisture is defined following Anderson (1976), based on
data by LaChapelle (1969),

ρtm ¼ 50þ 1:7 Twb − 258:16ð Þ1:5; Twb ≥ 258:16; (C13)

where Twb (K) is the wet‐bulb air temperature. The wet‐bulb temperature is given by Rogers (1979),

Twb ¼ Ta þ ea − esTwbð Þ 0:622
Λa

Lv
Cpa

� �
; (C14)

where Ta (K) is the air temperature, Lv = 2.500 × 106 J kg−1 is the latent heat of vaporization at 0°C,
Cpa = 1,004 J kg−1 K−1 is the specific heat of air at 0°C, ea (Pa) is the vapor pressure of air, and es (Pa)
is the saturation vapor pressure at Twb.

The vapor pressure of air is defined following Buck (1981),

ea ¼ RH
100:0

A exp
B Ta − Tf
� �

C þ Ta − Tf
� �

 !
; (C15)

where RH (%) is the relative humidity and Tf = 273.15 K is the freezing temperature. Over water, the coef-
ficients A, B, and C are 611.21, 17.502, and 240.97, respectively (Buck, 1981). For applications over ice,
these A, B, and C coefficients are 611.15, 22.452, and 272.55, respectively. The saturation vapor pressure
is found by setting RH to 100.0 in Equation C15.

Equation C14 is solved iteratively for Twb using the Newton‐Raphson method (Burden & Faires, 1989).
Sadeghi et al. (2013) provided an analytical alternative to this solution method.

During a precipitation event, the initial snow density of the newly forming top snow layer increases through
the influence of blowing and drifting snow. For wind speeds ≥5 m s−1, a blowing‐snow new‐snow density
contribution, ρbs (kg m

−3), in Equation C12, is given by

ρbs ¼ C1 þ C2 1:0 − exp −C3 Wr − 5:0ð Þ½ �f g; (C16)

where C1, C2, and C3 are constants set equal to 25.0 kg m−3, 250.0 kg m−3, and 0.2 s m−1, respectively; C1

defines the density offset for a 5.0 m s−1 wind; C2 defines the maximum density increase due to wind; and
C3 controls the progression from low to high wind speeds (Liston et al., 2007).

After each layer of the snowpack has been initialized with the above new‐snow densities, the density of each
snowpack layer evolves in time in response to known contributors following
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∂ρs
∂t

¼ ρsc þ ρsw þ ρsf þ ρsv; (C17)

where snow density changes occur due to compaction, ρsc (kg m−3), wind (i.e., blowing snow), ρsw
(kg m−3), freezing of liquid water, ρsf (kg m−3), and vapor migration through the snowpack, ρsv (kg m−3).

C5. Snow Density Changes From Compaction

Snow density increases from compaction following Anderson (1976),

ρsc ¼ βu N1 Ws ρs exp −N2 Tf − Ts
� �� �

exp −N3 ρsð Þ; (C18)

where Ws (m) is the weight of snow above a given layer expressed in water‐equivalent‐depth units; N1, N2,
and N3 are constants set equal to 0.0013 m−1 s−1, 0.08 K−1, and 0.021 m3 kg−1, respectively, based on
Kojima (1967); and βu (dimensionless) is a user‐defined snow density rate adjustment factor that can be
used to make the snow density increase faster (βu > 1.0) or slower (βu < 1.0). Usually βu is defined based
on available snow density observations, otherwise it is set to 1.0.

C6. Snow Density Changes From Wind

Wind speed contributes to snow density evolution during periods of no precipitation. In this case, the density
of the top snow layer evolves similar to Anderson (1976), but with a wind‐speed contribution, U. This tem-
poral change in snow density from blowing snow, ρsw, is given by

ρsw ¼ m1 N1 U ρs exp −N2 Tf − Ts
� �� �

exp −N3 ρsð Þ; (C19)

where m1 = 0.10 is a nondimensional constant that controls the simulated snow density change rate.

For wind speeds ≥5 m s−1, U is given by

U ¼ E1 þ E2 1:0 − exp −E3 Wr − 5:0ð Þ½ �f g; (C20)

with E1, E2, and E3 defined to be 5.0, 15.0, and 0.2 s m−1, respectively; E1 defines the U offset for a
5.0 m s−1 wind; E2 defines the maximum U increase due to wind; and E3 controls the progression of U
from low to high wind speeds (Liston et al., 2007). For wind speeds <5 m s−1, U is defined to equal
1.0 m s−1. This approach limits the density increase resulting from wind transport to winds capable of
moving snow (assumed to be winds ≥5 m s−1). Numerous studies have observed a 4‐ to 5‐m s−1

snow‐transport wind speed threshold for new or slightly aged cold, dry (e.g., below approximately
−2°C) snow; see Kind (1981) and the references contained therein and Li and Pomeroy (1997).

C7. Snow Density Changes From Freezing of Liquid Water

Liquid water available at the snow surface, either through snowmelt or rainfall, percolates into the snow-
pack from top to bottom, freezing within each layer, depending on each layer's cold content or energy avail-
able to freeze the liquid water. This process is described using a simple continuity equation (see
Equation C17)

ρsf ¼
∂M
∂z

: (C21)

Here the snowmelt, M (kg m−2 s−1), is given by

LfM ¼ Qm; (C22)

where the snowmelt energy, Qm (W m−2), is calculated from a full surface energy balance (Appendix F)
and Lf = 3.34 × 105 J kg−1 is the latent heat of fusion of water at 0°C.

The cold content available freeze liquid water in the snowpack,Qf (Wm−2), is used to calculate the potential
freezing, Fp (kg m−2 s−1), of any available liquid water, and is given by
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Lf Fp ¼ −Qf ; (C23)

where Qf is obtained by setting the surface temperature in the surface energy balance (Appendix F) to the
freezing temperature and solving for the residual. M and Fp can be converted to depth units using
Equation B2. Available liquid water moves through the snowpack, freezing when the potential freeze
depth is nonzero, until a maximum snow density (550 kg m−3) is reached. Any additional meltwater
drains out the snowpack bottom and is considered snowpack runoff. Alternatively, the more complex,
and physically realistic, gravity drainage representation by Pflug et al. (2019) is available to simulate liquid
water percolation through the snowpack.

C8. Snow Density Changes From Vapor Movement

Vapor movement through the snowpack can redistribute mass between layers. This is defined following
Sturm and Benson (1997) as

ρsv ¼ −K
∂Uv

∂z
; (C24)

where the mass vapor flux, Uv, is given by Equation C4, and K is a nondimensional user‐defined para-
meter that is set based on snow density profile observations. Equation C24 describes the change of snow
layer density with time, in response to vapor transfers between layers; it is solved following
Patankar (1980).

C9. Forest Canopy Snow Interception

SnowPack modifications resulting from forest canopy snow interception, and the associated sublimation
fluxes, Sci (kg m−2 s−1), are described by Equations 3–24 in Liston and Elder (2006a).

Appendix D: SnowTran‐3D
SnowTran‐3D is a 3‐dimensional model that simulates wind‐driven snow depth evolution over topographi-
cally variable terrain (defined by the land or ice surface topography). This blowing snow model has been
thoroughly described in Liston and Sturm (1998) and Liston et al. (2007, 2018). SnowTran‐3D's primary com-
ponents are (1) the wind‐flow forcing field, (2) the wind‐shear stress on the surface, (3) the transport of snow
by saltation and turbulent suspension (the dominant wind‐transport modes), (4) the sublimation of saltating
and suspended snow, and (5) the accumulation and erosion of snow at the snow surface.

D1. Erosion and Deposition

The foundation of SnowTran‐3D is a mass‐balance equation that describes the temporal variation of snow
depth at each point within the simulation domain, in response to blowing snow deposition and erosion,
Qbs (kg m−2 s−1). Changes in snow depth result from spatial variation in horizontal mass‐transport rates
of saltation, Qsalt (kg m−1 s−1), and differences in horizontal mass‐transport rates of turbulent‐suspended
snow, Qturb (kg m−1 s−1). Transport in the creeping and rolling modes are assumed to be negligibly small.
Combined, Qbs is given by

Qbs ¼
∂Qsaltx

∂x
þ ∂Qturbx

∂x
þ ∂Qsalty

∂y
þ ∂Qturby

∂y
; (D1)

where mass fluxes to the surface are defined to be positive. At each time step, Equation D1 is solved for
individual grid cells within the domain and is coupled to the neighboring cells through spatial derivatives
(∂/∂x, ∂/∂y).

High resolution, spatially varying wind fields are simulated across surface topographic features following
Liston and Sturm (1998), Liston and Elder (2006b), and Liston et al. (2007). This wind field exerts a surface
shear stress on the snow. SnowTran‐3D also includes an accounting of the snow‐surface shear strength
(Liston et al., 2007) through the snow density equations listed above. When the surface shear stress exceeds
the snow‐surface shear strength of the snow, snow is transported at the flux rates defined by Liston and
Sturm (1998). The spatial variation in these fluxes (Liston & Sturm, 1998) define the snow erosion and
deposition fields.
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The blowing‐snow transport component of SnowTran‐3D is described by Equations 1–21 of Liston and
Sturm (1998), and Equations 19–24 of Liston et al. (2007).

D2. Blowing‐Snow Sublimation

During transport by saltation and turbulent‐suspension, snow particles can lose mass to the atmosphere
through sublimation. The sublimation rate of wind‐transported snow, Sbs (kg m−2 s−1), is given by

Sbs x*
� � ¼ Ψsφsh* þ ∫

zt

h*

Ψt x*; z
� �

φt x*; z
� �

dz; (D2)

where x* (m) is the horizontal coordinate in a reference frame defined by the wind‐flow direction (increas-
ing downwind), the subscripts s and t refer to saltation and turbulent‐suspension, respectively, Ψ (s−1) is
the sublimation‐loss rate coefficient, φ (kg m−3) is the vertical mass‐concentration distribution, and the
integration limits are from the snow surface through the saltating and turbulent‐transport regimes. Here
we have assumed that the saltation layer contribution (z = 0 to z = h*; first term on the right‐hand side)
is separated from the turbulent‐suspension contribution (z = h* to z = zt; second term on the right‐hand
side), and coupled through their common boundary.

Our formulation for the sublimation rate of wind‐transported snow follows Schmidt (1972, 1991), Pomeroy
et al. (1993), and Pomeroy and Gray (1995). The sublimation‐loss rate coefficient, Ψ, describing the rate of
particle mass‐loss as a function of height within the blowing and drifting snow profile is a function of (1)
temperature‐dependent humidity gradients between the snow particle and the atmosphere, (2) conductive
and advective energy and moisture transfer mechanisms, (3) particle size, and (4) solar radiation intercepted
by the particle. In addition, we assume that (a) the mean particle size decays exponentially with height, (b)
the relative humidity follows a logarithmic distribution, decreasing with height, (c) the air temperature in
the snow‐transport layer is well mixed and constant with height, (d) the variables defined within the salta-
tion layer are constant with height, and those in the turbulent‐suspension layer vary with height, and (e) the
solar radiation absorbed by snow particles is a function of the solar elevation angle (latitude, time‐of‐day,
day‐of‐year) and fractional cloud cover, σc. The full blowing‐snow sublimation component of
SnowTran‐3D is described by Equations A1–A24 of Liston and Sturm (1998).

Appendix E: SnowDunes
SnowDunes (Liston et al., 2018) was created to simulate snow‐bedform distributions on relatively flat ter-
rain, including level, undeformed sea ice. In the SnowDunes context, snow bedforms include snow deposi-
tion features such as barchans, dunes, snow‐waves, whalebacks, crags and tails, and other features that have
not been documented or named. Snow bedforms also include erosion features such as sastrugi (and all its
variants), irregular patterns (Doumani, 1967), pits, and other features that have not yet been documented
or named (Filhol & Sturm, 2015).

E1. Digital Filter

SnowDunes builds on the qualitative turbulent‐wind and bedform‐creation ideas of Sturm and
Liston (2003). The model requires inputs of representative area‐average snow‐depth mean and standard
deviation, and snow‐dune wavelength, and it outputs spatially distributed snow depths that match these sta-
tistics. SnowDunes is a statistical (as opposed to deterministic) model, in keeping with observed
snow‐bedform distributions (Filhol & Sturm, 2015; Liston et al., 2018).

SnowDunes defines a random initial field that is modified using a convolution or digital linear nonrecursive
filter. The following digital filter, b, operation defines a snow‐bedform depth distribution index, ζindex (m), in
the x, y plane over the simulation domain, where i and j are the grid coordinates of the simulation domain
grid cells,

ζ index i; jð Þ ¼ ∑
Nx

i′¼−Nx

∑
Ny

j′¼−Ny

b i′; j′
� �

R iþ i′; jþ j′
� �

; (E1)

over a collection of random numbers, R (m), with zero mean and that range between −1 and +1.
Here ±Nx and ±Ny represent the filter support (in number of grid cells) in directions x and y,
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corresponding to the digital filter, b, while it is applied over the filter subdomain grid cells repre-
sented by i' and j'.

E2. Dune Depth Distribution

The snow‐bedform index field is converted to the snow‐bedform depth distribution, ζb (m), by scaling ζindex
by the ratio of the observed snow‐bedform depth standard deviation, σobs (m), to the ζindex standard devia-
tion, σζ index (m), and by an adjustment to reproduce the mean snow depth, μ (m),

ζ b i; jð Þ ¼ μþ ζ index i; jð Þ − μζ
	 
 σobs

σζ index

 !
; (E2)

where μζ (m) is the mean of ζindex. The mean snow depth can be defined using observations or a model
product.

Equation E2 is converted to mass flux units, B (kg m−2 s−1), using

B ¼ ρw
∂ζ b
∂t

; (E3)

to be compatible with Equations B1 and B4.

The result is a random, but spatially correlated, snow‐bedform depth distribution field that preserves the
input statistics, including the snow‐depth relative frequency histograms. A Gaussian correlation function
was used to represent our conceptual wind‐turbulence forcing mechanism and the resulting
snow‐bedform depth distributions. Additional details of the SnowDunes formulation and implementation
are provided by Liston et al. (2018). Equations 1–9, and 11, of Liston et al. (2018) describe the complete
SnowDunes model.

Appendix F: EnBal
The solution of Equation C1 requires top and bottom snow‐temperature boundary conditions and initial
conditions, and Equations C22 and C23 require melt energy and cold content inputs, respectively. The top
boundary condition is determined by performing a full energy balance at the surface in the form

1 − αð Þ Qsi þ Qli þ Qle þ Qh þ Qe þ Qc ¼ Qm; (F1)

where Qsi (W m−2) is the solar (shortwave) radiation reaching Earth's surface, Qli (W m−2) is the incoming
longwave radiation, Qle (W m−2) is the emitted longwave radiation, Qh (W m−2) is the turbulent exchange
of sensible heat, Qe (W m−2) is the turbulent exchange of latent heat, Qc (W m−2) is the conductive energy
transport, and Qm (W m−2) is the energy flux available for melt.

Each term in Equation F1 is computed by applying equations that have been cast in a form that leaves the
surface (skin) temperature, T0 (K), as the only unknown. The melt energy is defined to be zero, and
Equation F1 is solved iteratively for the surface temperature using the Newton‐Raphson method (Burden
& Faires, 1989). In the presence of snow, surface temperatures greater than 0°C indicate that energy is avail-
able for melting. This energy is computed by fixing the surface temperature at 0°C and solving Equation F1
for Qm. A similar procedure is used to compute the energy available to freeze, Qf, any liquid water present
within the snowpack (see Equation C23). The resulting value of T0 is then used as the top boundary condi-
tion for Equation C1.

Because SnowModel does not include a soil‐temperature submodel, and SnowModel‐LG does not include a
sea ice and oceanmodel, the lower boundary condition is defined to be a spatial and temporal constant equal
to −1.0°C. This can be relaxed if additional information from observations or from a below‐snow model is
available. If a snowpack exists at the start of the model simulation, initial conditions throughout the profile
are defined to be constant and equal to the snowpack lower boundary condition. Under this definition, the
profile has typically reached equilibrium with its environment within several days.
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In what follows, each term in the Equation F1 energy balance is described. Energy transfers to the surface
are defined to be positive.

F1. Incoming Solar Radiation

Solar radiation striking Earth's surface, including the influence of sloping terrain, is given by

Qsi ¼ S* Ψdir cos iþ Ψdif cosZ
� �

; (F2)

where the angle between direct solar radiation and a sloping surface is given by i, under the assumption
that diffuse radiation impinges upon an area corresponding to a horizontal surface. The solar irradiance at
the top of the atmosphere striking a surface normal to the solar beam is given by S* = 1,370 W m−2 (Kyle
et al., 1985), and Ψdir and Ψdif are the direct and diffuse, respectively, net sky transmissivities, or the frac-
tion of solar radiation reaching the surface.

The solar zenith angle, Z, is

cosZ ¼ sinδ sinφþ cosδ cosφcosτ; (F3)

where φ is latitude and τ is the hour angle measured from local solar noon,

τ ¼ π
h
12

− 1

� �
; (F4)

where h is the hour of the day. The solar declination angle, δ, is approximated by

δ ¼ φTcos 2π
d − dr
dy

� �� �
; (F5)

where φT = 0.409 radians is the latitude of the Tropic of Cancer, d is the day of the year, dr = 173 is the
day of the summer solstice in Northern Hemisphere, and dy = 365.25 is the average number of days in a
year.

The angle i is given by

cosi ¼ cos β cos Z þ sin β sin Z cos μ − ξð Þ; (F6)

and the terrain slope, β, is given by

β ¼ tan−1 ∂H
∂x

� �2

þ ∂H
∂y

� �2
" #1

2

; (F7)

where H (m) is the topographic height, and x (m) and y (m) are the horizontal coordinates. The terrain
slope azimuth, ξ, with south having zero azimuth, is

ξ ¼ π
2
− tan−1

∂H
∂y

∂H
∂x

" #
: (F8)

The solar azimuth, μ, with south having zero azimuth, is given by

μ ¼ sin−1 cos δ sin τ
sinZ

� �
: (F9)

To account for scattering, absorption, and reflection of solar radiation by clouds, the solar radiation is scaled
according to (Burridge & Gadd, 1974)

Ψdir ¼ 0:6 − 0:2 cos Zð Þ 1:0 − σcð Þ (F10)

for direct solar radiation and
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Ψdif ¼ 0:3 − 0:1 cos Zð Þσc (F11)

for diffuse solar radiation.

The cloud‐cover fraction, σc, is given by Walcek (1994)

σc ¼ 0:832 exp
RH700 − 100

41:6

� �
; 0 ≤ σc ≤ 1ð Þ; (F12)

where RH700 (%) is the relative humidity at 700 hPa. See Liston and Elder (2006b) for additional details on
the cloud‐cover fraction formulation.

Alternatively, incoming solar radiation and/or cloud cover can also be prescribed in the modeling system
using other model, (re)analyses, or observational products (Liston & Elder, 2006b).

F2. Albedo

In SnowModel's/SnowModel‐LG's simplest option, dry snow and melting snow are prescribed fixed albedos,
α= 0.8 and 0.6, respectively, in time and space. Alternatively, the snow albedo is given by Strack et al. (2004)
based on Douville et al. (1995).

For cold, dry snow, the albedo, α, is defined by

∂α
∂t

¼ −
τa
τ1
; (F13)

where τa = 0.008 and τ1 = 86,400 s. For a wet, melting snowpack, the albedo is defined by

∂α
∂t

¼ 1
δt

α − αminð Þ exp −τf
δt
τ1

� �
þ αmin − α

� �
; (F14)

where δt is the time increment, αmin = 0.5, and τf = 0.24. New snow is assigned an albedo of 0.8, and the
albedo is reset to 0.8 after 0.003 m of snow‐water‐equivalent precipitation has fallen. Equations F13 and
F14 gradually decrease the albedo to a minimum of 0.5 as the snow ages.

The snow albedo can also be prescribed in themodeling system using other model or observational products.

F3. Incoming Longwave Radiation

Incoming longwave radiation is calculated while accounting for cloud cover fraction and elevation‐related
variations following Iziomon et al. (2003). Incoming longwave radiation reaching Earth's surface is given by

Qli ¼ εσT4
a; (F15)

where σ = 5.670 × 10−8 W m−2 K−4 is the Stefan‐Boltzmann constant. The atmospheric emissivity, ε, is

ε ¼ ω 1þ Zsσc2
� �

1 − Xsexp −Ysea=Tað Þ½ �; (F16)

where ea (Pa) is the atmospheric vapor pressure defined by Equation C15, and the coefficient ω = 1.083
(Iziomon et al., 2003; Liston & Elder, 2006b).

The coefficients Xs, Ys, and Zs depend on elevation according to

Is ¼ I1; H < 200

Is ¼ I1 þ H −H1ð Þ I2 − I1
H2 −H1

� �
; 200 ≤ H ≤ 3000

Is ¼ I2; 3000 < H

; (F17)

where H (m) is the surface elevation, and X, Y, and Z can be substituted for I, with X1 = 0.35, X2 = 0.51,
Y1 = 0.100 K Pa−1, Y2 = 0.130 K Pa−1, Z1 = 0.224, Z2 = 1.100, H1 = 200 m, and H2 = 3,000 m (Iziomon
et al., 2003; Liston & Elder, 2006b). Additional details of how these parameter values were defined are pro-
vided by Liston and Elder (2006b)
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F4. Emitted Longwave Radiation

The longwave radiation emitted by the snow surface is computed under the assumption that snow emits as a
gray body,

Qle ¼ −εsσT0
4; (F18)

where εs is the snow surface emissivity, assumed to be 0.98, and T0 (K) is the surface (skin) temperature.

F5. Sensible and Latent Heat

The turbulent exchange of sensible and latent heat, respectively, are given by (Price & Dunne, 1976)

Qh ¼ ρacpaΓhξ Ta − T0ð Þ; (F19)

Qe ¼ ρaLvΓeξ 0:622
ea − e0
Pa

� �
; (F20)

where ξ is a nondimensional stability function; ρa = 1.275 kg m−3 is the air density at 0°C and an atmo-
spheric pressure of 1.0 × 105 Pa; e0 (Pa) is the saturation vapor pressure of the snow surface (at surface
temperature, T0); and the atmospheric pressure, Λa, is given by Equation C6.

Γh and Γe (m s−1) are exchange coefficients for sensible and latent heat, respectively,

Γh; e ¼ κ2Wr

ln zr=z0ð Þ½ �2; (F21)

where κ = 0.40 (dimensionless) is von Karman's constant, Wr (m s−1) is the wind speed at reference height
zr (m), and z0 (m) is the roughness length for momentum, assumed to equal 1.0 × 10−4 m. In this applica-
tion the heat and moisture roughness lengths are assumed to equal that of momentum.

The stability function, ξ, is defined following the surface flux parameterization of Louis (1979) and depends
on the bulk Richardson number, Ri (dimensionless). Ri is defined by

Ri ¼ g
Ta

∂Ta=∂z
∂Wr=∂zð Þ2; (F22)

where g = 9.81 m s−2 is the gravitational acceleration, the atmospheric temperature gradient is computed
using the reference‐level air temperature and the surface (skin) temperature, and the wind gradient is cal-
culated using the reference‐level wind speed and zero wind speed at the surface.

Under unstable atmospheric conditions (Ri < 0), ξ modifies the turbulent fluxes through the formula

ξ ¼ 1 −
ηRi

1þ γ Rij j1=2
; (F23)

where η = 9.4, and

γ ¼ ψη
Γh; e
Wr

zr
z0

� �1=2

; (F24)

where ψ = 5.3.

Under stable atmospheric conditions (Ri > 0),

ξ ¼ 1= 1þ η*Ri
� �2

; (F25)

where η* = η/2. When the atmosphere is neutrally buoyant (i.e., Ri = 0), ξ = 1.0.

The latent heat flux is used to calculate the static‐surface sublimation, Sss (kg m−2 s−1), using
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LviSss ¼ −Qe; (F26)

where vapor transfers away from the surface (negative Qe) yields positive sublimation values that result in
mass lost from the surface (because of the negative sign in Equations B1 and B4). Similarly, vapor deposi-
tion on the surface results in surface mass gain. Sss can be converted to depth units using Equation B2.

F6. Heat Conduction

The heat conduction flux at the surface (z = hs) is given by

Qc ¼ −ks
∂Ts

∂z

����
z¼hs

; (F27)

where the required temperature profile is computed from Equation C1.

Appendix G: MicroMet
Atmospheric property distributions required to solve SnowModel/SnowModel‐LG Equations B1–B4,
C1–C24, D1–D2, E1–E3, F1–F27, and G1–G3 are provided by MicroMet. MicroMet performs two kinds of
adjustments to the available meteorological data: (1) all available data, at a given time, are spatially interpo-
lated over the domain, and (2) physical submodels are applied to each MicroMet variable to improve para-
meter realism at a given point in space and time. The basemeteorological data can be provided in the form of
meteorological station observations, or gridded (re)analyses or remote sensing products.

The model distributes fundamental atmospheric forcing variables required to run most Earth‐surface pro-
cess models, including SnowModel/SnowModel‐LG: (1) air temperature, (2) relative humidity, (3) wind
speed, (4) wind direction, (5) incoming solar radiation, (6) incoming longwave radiation, (7) surface pres-
sure, and (8) precipitation. To calculate these distributions, MicroMet assumes at least one value of each
of the following meteorological variables are available at each time step of interest, somewhere within (or
near) the simulation domain: air temperature, relative humidity, wind speed, wind direction, and precipita-
tion. The model uses known relationships between meteorological variables and the surrounding landscape
(primarily topography) to distribute those variables over any given domain in computationally efficient and
physically plausible ways.

For surface pressure and incoming solar and longwave radiation, MicroMet has two options: (1) let the
MicroMet submodels create the distributions (in the absence of observations), or (2) merge available obser-
vations and/or (re)analyses products with the submodel generated distributions, as part of a data assimila-
tion procedure. This second option produces distributions that closely match the observations when and
where they exist, while accounting for higher resolution information such as topographic slope and aspect.

MicroMet's spatial interpolation and physically based adjustment procedures are described in Liston and
Elder (2006b).

G1. Rain and Snow Precipitation

Precipitation is a key SnowModel/SnowModel‐LG input. It defines the amount of snow available to accumu-
late and evolve across the landscape and icescape, and it plays a key role in defining snow properties and
snow property evolution. Precipitation inputs are generally provided to MicroMet in units of
water‐equivalent mass flux (kg m−2 s−1); this is equivalent to units of mm s−1. MicroMet converts these
values to water‐equivalent rainfall and snowfall fluxes following Dai (2008). The snowfall fraction, Psf (0–
1), is given by

Psf ¼ J1 tanh J2 Ta − Tf
� �

− J3
� �� �

− J4
� �

; (G1)

where, over land, parameters J1, J2, J3, and J4, are −0.482292, 0.7205, 1.1662, and 1.0223, respectively; and
over ocean, they are −0.471472, 0.4049, 1.9280, and 1.0203, respectively (Dai, 2008).

This snowfall fraction is used to convert water‐equivalent precipitation mass flux, P (kg m−2 s−1), into rain-
fall, Pr (kg m−2 s−1), and snowfall, Ps (kg m−2 s−1), quantities at every time step using the formulas
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Ps ¼ Psf P; (G2)

Pr ¼ 1 − Psf
� �

P: (G3)

Rainfall, snowfall, or any combination of the two can fall on the SnowModel/SnowModel‐LG snowpack at
any given time step, while partitioned according to the above formulas. Precipitation variation with eleva-
tion is given by Equation 33 in Liston and Elder (2006b).

G2. SnowPack Layer Formation

Snow layers simulated by SnowModel/SnowModel‐LG are created by temporally continuous precipitation
events. For example, if there is nonzero snowfall for three model time steps in a row, followed by zero snow-
fall at the next time step, the snow that fell during that three‐time‐step period creates a new snow layer. This
approach was chosen because it mimics the stratigraphy found in natural snowpacks, where each snow layer
can often be traced to the specific storm that created it (e.g., Benson & Sturm, 1993; Sturm et al., 2001).

Numerically, there is no limit to the number of snow layers generated during a model simulation (hundreds
are possible). In practice, the user can define the maximum number of layers that are simulated.
SnowModel/SnowModel‐LG includes an algorithm that merges any relatively thin (e.g., thermodynamically
unimportant) layer with the layer below to prevent the layer‐limit from being exceeded. The vertical resolu-
tion or grid increment of the snowpack is defined by the layer thicknesses; these thicknesses can range from
as small as ~1 mm to as large a few tens of centimeters, depending on the precipitation amount that fell dur-
ing the storm that created the layer. Alternatively, SnowModel/SnowModel‐LG can be run with a
single‐layer snowpack.

Each snow layer in the snowpack carries and evolves its own physical properties, like thickness, grain size,
density, and thermal conductivity. Because the snowpack layer thicknesses are changing with time, the reso-
lution of the vertical grid is also changing with time. The vertical grid defined by this snow‐layer structure is
used to solve for the temperature profile in Equation C1. Examples of this snowpack layer structure is pro-
vided by Liston and Mernild (2012) and Liston et al. (2018).

G3. Precipitation Drizzle Adjustments

The tendency of atmospheric (re)analyses products to continuously drizzle in time (defined by Boisvert
et al., 2018; Dai, 2006; Radionov et al., 1997, to be ≤1 mm day−1) does not generally represent the natural
system, and is not compatible with SnowModel's/SnowModel‐LG's discrete‐precipitation‐event snow‐layer
formation approach. For example, if there is a nonzero snowfall value during each winter time step of the
simulation, only a single snow layer will be produced by SnowModel/SnowModel‐LG. Boisvert et al. (2018)
compared drifting ice mass balance buoy data with Arctic Ocean precipitation estimates from eight atmo-
spheric reanalyses from 2000–2016. They found the 1 mm day−1 drizzle threshold produces more snow‐
accumulation‐producing storms than are observed. This suggests that to accurately identify individual
storms that produce their ownunique snow layers, a reanalysis clipping precipitation threshold>1mmday−1

is likely required. Dai (2006) found that coupled global climate models overestimate the frequency of light
precipitation, defined to be precipitation falling at rates of 1–10 mm day−1.

To correct this unrealistic tendency to drizzle, MicroMet sweeps through, in time, any prescribed (re)ana-
lyses precipitation forcing, and clips minimal values to create discrete precipitation events. The clipped pre-
cipitation is then added to the remaining nonzero precipitation periods, thus conserving the total,
temporally integrated, (re)analyses precipitation quantities. Clipping levels are defined (either by the user
or from some objective procedure) so the resulting precipitation events approximately match synoptic
precipitation‐frequency time scales.

G4. Other Atmospheric Forcing Variables

MicroMet's air temperature, relative humidity, and wind speed and direction adjustments for topography are
described in detail through Equations 2–19 of Liston and Elder (2006b). Incoming solar and longwave radia-
tion reaching Earth's surface are given by Equations F2–F12 and F15–F17, above, respectively. Surface pres-
sure is given by Equation C6 above.
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A general summary of MicroMet, and how it couples with SnowModel/SnowModel‐LG, is provided by
Liston and Elder (2006b).

Appendix H: SnowAssim
SnowAssim (Liston & Hiemstra, 2008) is designed specifically to assimilate ground‐based and remotely
sensed snow data within SnowModel/SnowModel‐LG. SnowAssim is consistent with optimal interpolation
data assimilation approaches, where the differences between the observed and modeled snow values are
used to constrain modeled outputs. The calculated corrections are applied backward in time to create
improved fields prior to the assimilated observations. Thus, one of the advantages of this scheme is improved
simulation of snow‐related distributions throughout the entire snow season, even when observations are
only available late in the accumulation and/or during the ablation periods.

Simulations using SnowAssim display considerably more realistic spatial heterogeneity and temporal evolu-
tion than those provided by models or observations alone (Liston et al., 2007, 2008; Stuefer et al., 2013).
SnowAssim is described by Equations 1–9 of Liston and Hiemstra (2008).

Data Availability Statement

Parcel tracking data were provided by M. Tschudi and S. Stewart. The NSIDC ice‐age data are available
online (https://nsidc.org/data/nsidc-0611/versions/4). The OSI‐SAF sea‐ice type data are available online
(http://www.osi-saf.org/?q=content/global-sea-ice-type-c). Daily, 1 September 1980 through 31 July 2018,
EASE‐grid snow depths and densities presented in this paper are available at the National Snow and Ice
Data Center (NSIDC), Boulder, Colorado USA: Liston, G. E., J. Stroeve, and P. Itkin; Lagrangian Snow
Distributions for Sea‐Ice Applications; http://dx.doi.org/10.5067/27A0P5M6LZBI.
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